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ABSTRACT

Research on verbaì operant conditioning and cìassicaì conditioning of

mean i ng has cons i stent I y demonstrated that subj ects¡ awareness of

experimental demands is crucial to their levels of performance. They

have aìso consistently shown individual differences; some subjects are

cìearìy aware whi le others remain consistently unaware. Although

individuaì differences have been suggested as an important mediating

variable in subjectsr experimental behaviour, I ittìe research has been

designed to examine the consistency of awareness and performance

differences across experiments. 0ne study (woodward, 197Ð compared

subjects' awareness across experiments, but fai led to find any

significant effects because of conceptual differenences between the

tasks.

The present study attempted to reexamine consistency of subjectsr

awareness and behaviour across experiments by empìoying conceptuaì ly

more comparabìe experimentaì paradigms, specifical ìy verbal operant

conditioning and classical conditioning of meaning. Ninety nine students

in introductory psychoìogy classes participated in both experiments in a

counterbalanced design of task administration. 0n the basis of

performance on verbaì operant conditioning, which yields the clearest

differentiation on awareness and cooperation, the subjects were sorted

into one of three groups, i.e., aware-cooperative (n=2.l) ,

aware-uncooperative (n=2J) and unaware (n=5.l). lt was predicted that

-trt



when subjectsr awareness and performance in these successive experiments

were compared, that subjects who were classified on verbaì operant

conditioning would respond similarìy in the classical conditioning

experiment. ln addition, aìl subjects were administered the

l'larlowe-Crowne Social Desirability scale and Psychology Research Survey

at the end of their final experiment. lt was predicted that performance

on the conditioning experiments wouìd relate directly to their need for

approval and attitudes toward psychologicaì research.

The results fai led to support any of the hypotheses. Subjects did

not show any consistency of awareness across experiments. There were

also no sígnificant differences in classical conditioning performance

among the three groups of subjects. Need for approvaì and attitudes

toward psychoìogical research scores also did not significantìy vary

with subjectsr leveìs of awareness-cooperation. Aìthough none of the

individuaì difference predictions was supported the present study

repl icated previous findings relating awareness and performance in both

the verbal operant conditioning and classical conditioning of meaning

paradigms. The impì ications of the present findings with respect to

subj ects ' exper i menta I behav i our were d i scussed.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

Since the earìy 1960s it has been widely recognized that the sociaì

context of the laboratory experiment is an important source of bias in

human psychological research. Early research demonstrated the importance

of the experimenter as a contributor to bias. lt was shown that the

experimenter may unconsciousìy alter the outcome of the research through

subtle, unintentional cues that convey the hypothesis of the study to

the subject (Rosenthal, 1963; Kintz et.al., 1965; l'lcGuigan, 196Ð.

consíderabìe research attention has also been directed to bias

originating with the subject. This work (Argyris, .l960; 0rne, 1962;

Rosenthal, 1965; Rosnow, ì970) has demonstrated that the motívation of

the subjects and their perception of the experiment can be as important

in determiníng subjects' responses as the independent variable.

lluch of the subject bias research has been stimuìated by 0rne's

(1962, 197O, 197Ð demand character i st i cs theory. Accord i ng to 0rne,

many subjects in experiments attempt to discern the purpose of the study

in which they are participating.0nce this is made known to them by the

demand characteristics of the situation they then proceed to val idate

that perceived exper imental hypothes i s. 0rne has aì so suggested that

experimental subjects are concerned that their participation be

scientificalìy useful. They have a stake in the outcome of the research

and are motivated to do a good job. Subjectst cooperative set arises

from their agreement to participate in the study and extends to their
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behaviour in the experimental situation. subjects¡ perceptions and

ascribed meanings regarding the situation, derived from the demand

characteristics or cues in and about the experiment, determine their

experimental behaviour. Because of 0rne's emphasis on subjects'

cooperation, their presumed desire to uncover the true purpose of the

experiment, and their motivation to advance science, this

conceptualization has been referred to by others (l.Jeber ê cook,1972) as

the rrgood subject role".

Although many have questioned subjects'desires to advance science,

there is support for the other elements of the good subject role.

Subjects' cooperative set was cìearly evident in Epstein, Suedfeld and

Silversteinrs survey (197Ð of the views subjects hold of their role in

experiments. A sample of introductory psychology students were asked

what they feì t were thei r obl i gat i ons as research subjects. The I argest

number (58,9?4) reported the obligation of cooperation, which incìuded

behaviours such as answering all questions, trying to perform as welì as

possible, being obedient, and paying attention.

lrrespective of the source of their cooperative nature, there is

evidence to support 0rne's view that subject.s generaìly will behave

cooperativeìy in an experiment. 0rne and Evans (196Ð demonstrated this

by comparing deeply hypnotized subjects wi th a simulating group

instructed to carry out some self destructive and antisocial actions.

Such acts included picking up a poisonous snake with bare hands,

removing a penny from fumíng nitric acid with bare fingers and throwing

a beaker of concentrated nitric acid at a research assistant. As

predicted it was found that virtually all of the deepìy hypnotized



subjects felt compel ìed to carry out dangerous posthypnotic actions.

However, the finding of particular importance to the demonstration of

the cooperative set of the typical research subjects, is that al I

nonhypnotized, simuìating subjects aìso perforrned the identicaì

dangerous and antisocial acts.

0ther researchers have cha I I enged 0rne' s character i zat i on of research

subjects, especiaìly the view that their primary motive in confirming

the hypothesis was a desire to promote or advance science. Severaì have

proposed alternative roìes and motives for subject behaviour. Rosenberg

OgeÐ expìained subjectsrexperimental behaviour as motivated by

evaluation apprehension. Evaluation apprehension has been defined as an

"anxiety-toned concern that he win a positive evaluation from the

experimenter or at least that he provide no sound ground for a negative

one" (Rosenberg, 1965, p.29). According to Rosenberg, the typical human

subject approaches the psychologi caì exper iment wi th a preconceived

notion that the psychoìogist is in some way evaluating his mental

health. As a consequence he is likely to respond in a manner that wîll
make him r'look goodr', or mentally healthy rather than mereìy cooperative

with whatever the experimenter wants. ln some experiments apprehensive

subjects may cooperate with the experimenterrs hypothesis, whi le in

others they may behave in the opposite manner, depending on what wiìì
make them ¡'look goodr¡ (Sigaì1, Aronson ê VanHoose, l97O).

Fi I ìenbaum (.Ig66) proposed a faithful subject role. According to this

view, subjects intentional ly avoid biasing their behaviour on any

suspicions they may have regarding the hypothesis, scrupulously obey

instructions, and ignore or overlook cues that might reveal the
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vexperimental hypothesis. Rather than promoting science by cooperativel

confirming the hypothesis, faithful subjects apparently feeì that their

task is to remain neutral or independent in responding to experimental

treatments.

flasìing (1966) suggested that some subjects in experiments

demonstrate a completeìy different type of role behaviour. l4asl i ng

maintained that these subjects have no intention of cooperating with

experimenters and their scientific purposes, but rather seem to have a

desire to ruin the experiment. Rather than being cooperative or

faithful, they are negativistic in the sense of trying to do the

opposite of what they believe is wanted by the experimenter. This type

of subject has been caI Ied "negativisticr'.

l4ost subject motivation research during the early .l970s pitted these

roles against one another to show which was preeminent. Weber and Cook

(1972) reviewed the research on each of the four roìe conceptualizations

and found confounded evidence on whether subjects are faithfuì, adopt a

good subject roìe and seek to confirm the hypothesis, or adopt a

negativistic role and seek to sabotage experiments. They found some

evidence, also not enti reìy unconfoundeci, that subjects are apprehensive

about how their performance wi I ì be evaluated, and may respond

accordingly.

lnspite of this attempt at

exper imentation, subject role

conc I us i on. Depend i ng on the

resul ts, differential respondi

an integrative review and some subsequent

research has not led to any satísfactory

i nterpretat i on pl aced on exper i mental

ng within an experiment can usual ly be



attributed to more than one type of role. Role research has simpìy not

led to substantial insights into subjectsrbehaviour in experiments

(ldair, Spinner, Carlopio and Lindsay, 1983).

ln a recent attempt to understand the processes involved, Adair et

â'l., (1983) have suggested abandonment of the subject roìe approach.

They proposed that artifact arises not so much from these subject roles,

as it does from subjectsrawareness of the purpose of the study, that

is, from learning or developing a hypothesis. From this perspective

subjects are seen as being general ly cooperative, in the sense of

conf i rm i ng what they perce i ve to be the appropr i ate hypothes i s .

Noncooperation may merely reflect the subject's misunderstanding of the

experimenter's view of the experiment rather than some alternative roìe

behaviour. From this perspective, it would be both more parsimonious

.and important to assess postexperimentaì ly the hypothesis or perception

that gu i ded subj ects' behav i our, rather than attempt to d i scern wh i ch

motive or roìe they have adopted.

Another deficiency of subject role research is that the proposed

manner in which roìes were supposed to operate has never been

articulated. This was especiaì ìy probìematic in instances where some

subjects were found to cooperate whiìe others did not, especially within

the same experiment (Page and Lumia, 1968; Page, 1969,1972). Numerous

studies have clearly demonstrated individuaì differences in cooperative

behaviour, even when subjects were aìlegedly aware of the experimenterrs

hypothesis. Such divergent behaviours have been found primari ìy in

studies of verbal operant conditioning and in other paradigms plagued

with problems of demand characteristics, such as attitude conditioning



and perception. Although there has been extensive research on subjectsl

role behaviour in experiments, research addressing the question of

individual differences in subjectsr experimental behaviour is totaì ly

ìacking. lt is this issue to which the present study is addressed.

Stud i es on Verba I Operant Cond i t i on i nq

l'luch of the initial concern with the probìems of subjects' awareness

in laboratory experiments stemed from research on verbaì operant

conditioníng. This research began with the view that subjectsrverbal

behaviour could be condi tioned wi thout thei r awareness (Taffel, 1955i

Greenspoon, 1967). Greenspoon (1950, 195Ð showed that subjectsl

verbalizations couìd be modified by saying'mm-hmmtaf.ter seìected words

or classes of words. The finding that awareness was unrelatecj to degree

of conditioning supported the view that reinforcement automatical ly and

unconsciously infìuenced the ì ikel ihood of a subject making the same

response on subsequent occasions. \./hen confronted with subsequent

studies where it was found that the majority of the subjects who

conditioned could more or less accurately identify the reinforcement and

the correct response cì ass, rei nforcement theor i sts responded wi th the

view that being conditioned was a necessary precursor of awareness

rather than the reverse (Wiìson E Verplanck, 1956).

0thers argued, in reply, that verbaì condítioning was not an instance

of I earn i ng wi thout awareness. Rather, the i r data suggested that

subjects became aware of the experimenterrs objectives and merely

cooperated by giving the experimenter the desired changes in verbal

behaviour (Spieìberger, 1962; Spielberger and DeNike, 1962i DeNike,



l96t+; Du l aney , 1J61 i 1962) . Wi th a more extens ive postexper imenta l

inquiry they found that onìy subjects who reported awareness showed

evidence of an increase in the frequency of occurence of the critical

response. l'loreover, th is awareness was shown to have preceded thei r

performance increase and to be responsible for therrconditioning',. ln

other words, verbal conditioning had come to be considered as merely

problem solvi ng and cooperation (Holmes , 1967) .

Subsequent research into the role of awareness and demand

characteristics in this paradigm supported this interpretation. l4uch of

this research was conducted by Page (.l9681' 1969 1972), whose social

psychological analysis of the conditioning experiment led him to the

conclusion that so-calìed verbaìly conditioned behaviour is not genuine

conditioning at all. According to Page, the effect can be completely

accounted for by contingency aware subjects making deductions of why the

experimenter is saying "good" or "mm-hmmrr and then cooperating with

these demands. That is, contingency awareness is necessary but not

sufficient for conditioning behaviour to occur. ln addition, a subject

must be demand aware and motivated to cooperate (Page, 196Ð.

Accord i ng to Page (196Ð z

rrìaboratory verbal conditioning when it occurs, seems to be

completely explainable in terms of subjectsr cooperation with

the demand characteristics of the experimental situation.

Cooperation here does not imply that subjects necessari Iy

perceive themselves as giving the response the experimenter

wants, just because he wants ¡t. They know the experimenter

hypothesizes a certain response and they give it because it is



rcorrectr. Thus the effect seems to be an artifact of

subjects' cooperating with experimentaì demand

character ist ics. r'

Strong empiricaì evidence (Holmes, 1967a; 1967b; Levy, 1967; Page and

Lumia, .l968) supported this interpretation. ln each of these studies, it

was found that subjects who were aware and expressed a positive

behavioural intention tended to show cooperative behaviour. Subjects

who were either unaware or aware and did not express a positive

behavioural intention performed poorly on the task and fai led to show

any condi tioning effects.

Yet even in these studies not all subjects classed as aware were

found to be cooperative. ln several studies (Page, .l968t 196Ð, data

were found to be strikingly bimodal. Some subjects responded maximaì ly

in the dìrection of the experimenter's hypothesis, while others appeared

to be ìittle effected. The upper mode of the bimodal distribution was

popuìated exclusively by subjects who, upon careful postexperimental

questioni ng, reported havi ng been aware of the correct exper imental

demand and cooperating with it. The lower portion of the data was

populateci mostly by subjects who were unable to report the

experimenterrs hypothesis. Very few subjects reported a deliberate

attempt not to cooperate with the experimenter. However, a substantiaì

number of subjects in the lower mode were aware of the response

reinforcement contingency yet did not cooperate for some reason. Page

and Lumia (1968) specuìated that these contingency aware subjects might

not have been what they calledrrdemand awarer¡. ln other words, aìthough

aware of the contingency, these subjects, simi lar to unaware subjects,



may have perceived the experimenter's reinforcements to be onìy random,

or not demanding a particular response. Another possibi I ity, not

extensiveìy considered by Page and Lumia or others, is that these

"uncooperativeil subjects may have become aware of the contingency too

late in the experiment to change their performance. When confronted with

the postexperimental questions they were able to report their awareness

but could not express a positive behavioural intention since they had

become aware too late to respond cooperativeìy. For whichever reason,

the observed individual differences in response to demand

characteri stics were striking.

Huch of the research on awareness and demand characteristics has been

challenged primarily because it was seen to be based on postexperimental

questionnaire assessment of subjects' awareness, normaìly obtained on

completion of the experiment. According to Greenspoon (1962, ))6J) , ¿¡

increase in the number of questions or the use of different questions on

compìetion of the experiment may have a profound effect on the

hypotheses of subjects who are classified as aware. Each question may

provide some information about the contingency. lf enough questions of

different kinds are asked, even subjects who give no evidence of

conditioning may verbal ize the contingency. Such guestionnaires, it was

argued, have many demand characteristics, possibly even more than the

original experiment (Staats, 1969) . These questionnaire-reìated cues may

actually demand that subjects indicate that they saw through the purpose

of the experiment by asking questions after the experiment was already

concluded. Some unaware subjects could be influenced to report

awareness by the obvious demand cues in the questionnaire. Llthough
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Page argues to the contrary and has evidence to substantiate the

validity of the questionnaire method (Page, 197Ð, he has attempted to

develop some behavioural rnethods to avoid this críticism and to

unequivocaììy differentiate individuals into different levels of

awareness and cooperat i on.

According to this procedure (Page,197Ð, subjects were asked at the

end of the experiment to make up an additional set of sentences

fol lowing a different set of instructions. Subjects who had reached a

high performance criterion (clearly demand aware and cooperative) during

condìtioning trials, were asked to avoid making the experimenter say

"good" on a series of subsequent test trials. Subjects who were

uncooperative or appeared to be unaware during tire 6O reinforced trials,

were stopped and told to demonstrate their awareness by making up

sentences to get the experimenter to say "good" on every one of the test

trials. Alì subjects were gìven an additionaì l5 trials on which to

demonstrate their awareness. A rigorous criterion of awareness \^ras

established, whereby the correct sentences had to be constructed on l4

of l5 test trials. Subjects who were both aware and cooperative

performed on these test trials without error. Among subjects who had

been unaware or uncooperative, further individuaì differences became

apparent on the test trials. A substantial number of subjects who were

aware before, responded with the correct response on virtually every

test trial. Unaware subjects were unabìe immediately to control the

reinforcement and behavioural ìy showed their lack of awareness. To

demonstrate further the relationship of awareness and cooperation, Page

asked the two aware groups of subjects (cooperative and uncooperative)

to reverse their behaviour, which they al I did without error.
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These data also provided some val idation and correspondence of

measur i ng awareness through behav i oura I and guest i onna i re measures . 0n

postexperimental questioning regarding the point where they had become

aware, aware-cooperative subjects accurately pin-pointed their ìearning

of the contingency as having occured at or just prior to the dramatic

increase in their use of the reinforced pronoun. This finding is similar

to the one reported previously by Page and Lumia (1968). 0n the other

hand, aware-uncooperative subjects reported becomi ng aware at varyi ng

points, often after it was too late to change their behaviour. For some

of these subjects, ful l awareness occured at the shift instruction,

rather than before.

From these behavioural procedures then, page(1972) found it possible

to identify three distinct groups of research subjects in the verbal

condi t i oni ng paradi gm:

Aware and cooperative. Subjects who became aware of the experimental

demand characteristics and who produced a reinforced response on almost

every trial after they became aware.

Aware and uncooperative. Subjects who became aware of the

reinforcement contingency and probably also the experimental hypothesis

but who were not cooperating, possibly because of some ambiguity in

their understanding of the situation or belated awareness. lt could be

that they were not sure how such compliance would be evaluated, or

uncertain as to whether there were other types of sentences or pronouns

that were also being reinforced.



Unaware Sub i ects .

vi rtue of havi ng not

because they did not

Subjects who were

yet discovered the

have a set to I ook

12

unaware of the hypothes i s by

correct contingency or possibly

for i t.

Studies in 0ther Topic Areas

Problems of demand awareness and individual differences in

cooperative behaviour has not been ìimited to studies of verbaì operant

conditioning. Differential cooperative behaviour has also been evident

in, for exampìe, research on perception. ln the context of the social

psychotogy of experiments Page (1968) reexamined response to a

figure-ground reversible figure. The study was designed to determine

whether subjects perceived both aspects of the composite profi ìe but

reportecj the name of onìy the rewarded profi le. Page obtained subjects'

reports of thei r perception of this experiment through a questionnai re

to determine whether figure-ground perception was actuaì ìy modified by

the monetary reinforcement or if it was the cues in the experiment that

conveyed to subjects that the experimenter wanted them to respond in

this fashion. A demand characteristics interpretation suggests that the

total social situation created in the laboratory subtìy communicated to

the subject that he/she should report seeing rewarded rather than

pun i shed prof i ì es . Resu I ts showed that awareness of demand

characteristics was related to a tendency to give a high percentage of

rewarded response. I'toreover, by anal yz ing subjectsr responses to

experimental treatment and postexperimentaì reports Page(.l968) found

three groups of individuals, i.e., aware and cooperating, aware but not

cooperating and unaware subjects. lt is interesting to note that some
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of the aware subjects were among the most extreme negative responders.

These subjects were uncooperative by not giving the rewarded response.

Such behaviour couìd be a reaction to the deception or to the subjects

possibìy being too conscientious in asserting their independence from

the exper i menter .

Employing a simi lar ìogic, Page (1969) proposed that the experimental

demonstration of the cìassical condi tioning of atti tudes (Staats and

Staats ,1957, I 958) was due to subj ects becom i ng aware of exper i menta I

demands and cooperating wîth them. ln the original experiment (Staats

and Staats, 1957) subjects were told that the¡r task was to learn two

sîmultaneously presented I ists-- a I ist of nonsense syl lables presented

visuaìly and a list of words presented orally. One of the visuaìly

presented syl ìables was paired with onìy positive or pleasant words,

another was paired with negative or unpìeasant words, whereas the

remainìng four syì ìables were paired with affectively neutraì words.

Although tested on their recall of both lists, the primary dependent

measure was whether subjects acquired a negative feel ing toward the

syì lable paired with the negatively associated words and a positive

feel ing toward the syl lables paired with the positively associated

words. The effects were meåsured by subjectsr ratings of the syl lables

on a /-point pìeasant-unpìeasant scale. I t u/as assumed that these

differentiaì ratings resulted from the repeated pairing of the syllabìes

with words of a particular affective set, a process called classical

conditioning. Classical conditioning was assumed to be a learning

process of which subjects would be unaware.
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ln Page's (lgtg) repl ication of this paradigm, with an extensive

postexperimentaì questionnaire simi lar to those he had used in previous

research on verbal operant conditioning, it was found that some of the

subjects became aware of and learned the consìstent reìation between

pìeasant and unpleasant spoken words and the visuaì ly presented

sy I I ab ì es. 0ther subj ects on the other hand, u/ere unaware of th i s

objective and merely learned the independent ìists. Subjects who had

not previously become aware were unable to provide the expected data

when asked to rate the words, whereas those who were aware showed the

desired "conditioned¡r response. 0nìy a few subjects were uncooperative

af ter becoming demand aware. ln contrast \^,ith the major ity of aware

subj ects, these subj ects res i sted the i nf I uence attempt and d i d not

"cond i t ionrr.

ln a subsequent study, Page (1974) empìoyed rrshiftil instructions,

comparable to those he had used in verbaì operant conditioning studies,

to demonstrate behavioural ìy the role of awareness in determining the

so-caì led conditioning effect. ln this study, subjects were asked, just

prior to the usual rating task, to reverse their ratings to I'compìetely

opposite'r the way they felt certain syìlables were I'supposed" to be

rated. As with the verbal operant conditioning study, the reversaì was

achieved by aware subjects only. Unaware subjects who did not show a

conditioning effect could not impìement the reversal instructions.

ln a second experiment within the same article, Page (197\)

instructed subjects at the begining of the experiment to ìearn the

associations between the condî tioned stimulus (syl lables) and the

unconditioned stimulus (words) I ists. The subjectsr task in this
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experiment, then, was to learn the type of meaning of the nonsense

syllables from the type of words associated with each. The result of

this procedure was that a greater number of subjects (8lZ) were found to

be demand aware compared to those in the reguìar group (482) who were

given the usual deceptive instructions about their task in the first

experiment. l4oreover, among the aware subjects, more subjects in the

association group rated the syì lables correctìy and thereby cooperated,

than subjects in the regular group.

ln conclusion, this series of experiments as well as those designed

to study operant conditioning, have shown that the phenomena of concern

are subject to al ternative expì anati ons i n terms of demand

characteristics. Horeover, within both paradigms, clear individual

differences were found in subjectsr awareness and cooperat¡on with

experimental demands. Such individual differences in response to

somewhat simple experiments are of considerable ¡nterest. lf these can

be regarded as prototypical instances of how subjects approach

experiments, as Page has suggested, then careful study of these

differences could yield useful insights into subjectsrgeneral reaction

to a broader range of experiments. lt will be especially insightful to

determine whether subjects who are aware and cooperative in one

experiment are found to be the same ones who are aware and cooperative

in another experiment, or whether the demand of each experimental

situation are the primary determinants of subjects artifactual response

to experiments. The outcome of such an experiment would provide greater

understanding of the generaì determinants of results of psychological

exper i ments .
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Research on I ndividuaI Di fference Variables

There has been some research into the consistency of subjectsl

awareness and performance across different experimental tasks and into

factors that might mediate differentiaì responding. Woodward (1971+) in

an unpubì ished doctoral dissertation, studied whether subjects'

awareness and performance rema i ned cons i stent across exper i ments. The

experimental tasks employed were verbal conditioning, anagram soìution

and a mediation task invoìving three stage paired associate paradigms

(Schulz, weaver and Ginsberg, 196Ð. Subjects were randomìy assigned to

counterbalanced presentation of orders of the three tasks. Fol ìowing the

administration of the first task, the subjects were judged either as

aware or unaware on the basis of their responses to the awareness

questionnaire pertaining to that task. Subjectsr performance in the two

subsequent experiments were used as the dependent variable. For each

subject awareness was again assessed at the end of their final task to

examine consistency of awareness. That is, for each subject, awareness

was assessed twice, one after the first task and the other after al I

three tasks were completed. No statistically significant transfer of

awareness across experiments was found and there was no rel iable

correlations between awareness on the first task and subsequent

performance. Thus Woodward failed to find awareness as a general trait
that is transferable across different experimental situations.

Assuming that subjectsr conception of their role might influence

their experimental behaviour, Earn and Kroger (1916) manipulated

differences in individual approach to an experiment by providing

subjects with either an active or passive set. subjects brere given
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expectations that the proper role of an experimental subject was either

to berractive" or "passive". The active roìe expectation stressed

alertness, cooperation, critical appraisaì of the experiment, the hope

that the subject would make an important contribution to psychology, and

the thought that the subject should endeavour as much as possible to

give the rrcorrectrr response. The passive role expectations stressed

being relaxed, objective in the sense of acting in accordance with the

instructions, doing what one is told and making no attempt at figuring

out the purpose of the experiment or "fool ing" the experimenter. The

teìephone number copying procedure uti I ized by sigaì ì, Aronson, and Van

Hoose (.l970) was given to the subjects. lt was predicted that in the

lncreased 0utput condition (where subjects were told that they were

expected to copy more numbers) active subjects would show a

significantly greater increase in output than passive subjects, whereas

in the Decreased 0utput 0bsessive-Compuìsive condition (where subjects

were told that obsessive-compuìsive individuals copy fewer numbers),

active subjects would show greater decrease in output than passive

subj ec ts .

Results showed that in the lncreased-0utput condition the active

subjects manifested signif icantly greater hypothesis conf irming

behaviour than passive subjects. No significant differences were found

when the hypothesis communicated to the subjects suggested that

decreased number copying would reflect negatively on them. ln their

answers to the postexperimentaì questionnaire, a significantly greater

proportion of active subjects indicated a wi ì I ingness to cooperate with

the experimenter once they were aware of his hypothesis. clearly Earn
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was able instructional ìy to produce individual differences in

cooperative behaviour. Although suggestive of further research

possibi I ities, actively manipulating subjectsr roìe does not directìy

address the question of the source of subject differences in response to

exper i ments.

ln an attempt to find the possible source of subjects'differential

responding to experiment, Hoìmes (1967a,1967b) examined the reìationship

between the amount of prior experience in experiments and subjectsr

performance in, perception of, and attitude toward subsequent

experiments. Using the Taffel verbal conditioning procedure Holmes

found that subjectsr I ikel ihood of soìving the problem posed by the

exper iment i ncreased wi th the amount of thei r exper i ence. I n other

words, the frequency or amount of subjects'participation in experiments

was found to be positiveìy related to their becoming aware of what the

exper¡menter wanted from them; once aware of the experiment's purpose

they cooperated wi th i t. Regard i ng subjectsr feel i ngs about

experiments, Holmes observed that subjects with more experience also

viewed experiments as being more scientific and vaìuabìe and reported a

greater conscious intention to cooperate. Thus Holmes' research

provided insight into the fact that subjects'experimental behaviour is

not independent of their prior experience as research subjects.

ln that same vein, subjectsr preexperimental attitudes toward

psychoìogy and psychological research has been found to be an important

variable mediating subjects' responses to experiments (RAair and Fenton,

1970; Adair, 1969,.|970). Adair and Fenton (.l970), found rhe degree to

which subjects' opinion toward vivisection changed fol lowing a
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proviv¡sectlon communication varied directly as a function of their

preexperimentaì attitudes toward psychoìogy and psychological research.

ln a conformity experiment, Adair (1969) found that female subjects who

were found to be more aware of the experimenter's intentions and showeC

greater conformi ty had more posi tive atti tudes toward psychology than

did subjects who had less positive attitudes.

Simi ìarìy, in a verbal conditioning study subjects' attitudes toward

psychoìogical research were found to be positively related to subjectsl

becoming aware of the response-reinforcement contingency (Raair, ì970).

The hypothes i s that subj ects who expressed pos i t i ve behav i oura I

intentions would have more positive attitudes toward psychology and

psychological research than would subjects who expressed negative

behaviouraì intentions, however, was not supported.

ln reviewing this research on variabìes underlying individuaì

differences in the ìaboratory experiment, it is clear that both prior

experience and attitudes toward psychological research are important

determ i nants of subj ects I subsequent performance and behav i our . Exact I y

how these variables mediate subjects' actual experimental behaviour is

not c ìear'l y uncierstood. lnsuf f ic ient research has been conducteci on

these and other variables related to individual differences in subjects'

behav i our .

Research on lndividual D if f erence l'leasures

Paper-penc i I

subj ects ' exper

tests of personaì ity have shown

imental behaviour, especial ly in

some rel at i onsh i p to

conditioning
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experiments. Crowne and Strickland (196i) found that subjects whose

need for approvaì is high, compared with subjects less concerned vrith

approval and nonreinforced control subjects, tended to increase the

re'l ative frequency of the reinforced response class of pluraì nouns

under positive reinforcement and tended to inhibit pìural nouns when

they were followed by punishment. ln fact, the low need for approvaì

groups fai ìed to demonstrate consistent changes in rate of response

ei ther under posi tive or negative rei nforcement when compared wi th the

control subjects employed to establish the base rate of pìural nouns.

l4arlowe (1962) also reported that high need for approval subjects when

reinforced for emittîng positive self referents in an individual

interview gave significantìy more reinforced responses than low need for

approva I subj ects. However, some researchers have fa i I ed to repl i cate

the verbal conditioning - need for approval relationship (Bryan and

Lichtenstien, 1966; Spielberger, 1966) .

Extensive research has related need for approval scores with

subjects'behaviour in a variety of experimental situations. Crowne and

I'larlowe (.l964) found that high scorers are more persuasive compared to

low scorers. Efran and Boyì in (lgíl) studied the relationship between

subjects approval motivation and their voìuntary selection of a role in

a group experiment. They found that volunteers higher in need for

approval were ìess willing to serve as discussants (rather than the less

passive role of observer) in groups than were volunteers ìower in

approvaì need. Presumably the more approvaì motivated volunteers felt

that they were líkely to be evaluated in a negative way when they were

ilon displayrr in an experiment rather than performing the less
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conspicuous role of observer. lt has also consistently been found that

volunteer subjects are high in their need for approval (Crowne and

l'1arìowe, 1961+; Hood and Back, 1971; Horowitz and Gumenik, l97O1'

l'lacDona ld, 1972a) .

0n the basis of this research, need for approval clearly relates to

subjects' wi I I ingness to partic¡pate in experiments and possibly extends

to cooperative behaviour in experiments. How need for approvaì mediates

cooperative behavior is not entireìy clear. lt is plausible that

subjects who have a high need for approval are sensitive to external

cues that might ìead to approvaì. They may thereby be provided with a

greater opportunity to manifest cooperative behaviour. This I ine of

reasoning is pursued in the present study in which Need for Approval

measures are obtained aìong with measures of subjects' awareness and

cooperat i on.

Statement of the Problem

Research on the social psychoìogy of the psychologicaì experiment has

consistentìy reveaìed subjectsr responsivity to demand characteristics.

Two paradigms heavi ly researched a number of years ago, verbal

conditioning and classicaì conditioning of attitudes, have been shown to

be explainable completely in terms of demand characteristics and

awareness. l'loreover, this research revealed substantial and reliable

individual differences in response to demand characteristics. ln many

experiments some subjects approach and respond to the experiment with

greater attentiveness and cooperation, h/hereas other subjects

consistently ignore or remain insensitive to demand characteristics.
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Although the two conditioning paradigms have been extensively stud¡ed,

there has been I ittle research designed to examine the individuaì

difference question. Through an intensive study of these individuaì

differences, it may be possibìe to add substantiaììy to our knowìedge of

the experimentaì method, and of subjectsrbehaviour in experiments in

particular.

Aìthough the consistency of individual differences across

experimental paradigms has been studied (Woodward,197Ð, nonsignif ícant

results were obtained. The fact that the investigator used conceptual ly

different experiments may have worked against finding consistent

awareness and behavior effects. Repl icating that study with more

conceptual ìy comparable paradigms may disclose greater consistency.

There have been other attempts to identify the underlying variabìes

that might explain subjectsr differential responding. Hoìmes (lgíl)

explored the effect of subjectsrprior history in experiments. Earn and

Kroger (1976) instructional ly manipulated subjects' role conception,

providing them with either an active or passive set, and found that

subjects behaved significantly differently as a function of the roìe

set. Adair (lg6g, 1970) found evidence of an effecr due ro

preexperimentaì attitudes. Aìthough the results have been mixed, the use

of the Psychology Research Survey as an individual difference measure

would be of interest in experimental study of individual differences in

exper i ments .

Simi Iarly mixed results have been obtained with personal ity variables

that might relate to i ndividual di fferences i n exper imental behaviour.
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Host promising has been the need for approval, which has been shown to

relate to subjectsrcooperative behaviour ín experiments (Crowne and

Strickland, t96l; l'larlowe, 1962) and to their volunteering for

exper iments (Crowne and ltlarlowe, 196\; Hood and Back, 197 1; Horowitz and

Gumenik, 1970; llacDonaìd, 1972a) .

However, in spite of al ì the foregoing attempts, the individuaì

differences underlying response to experiments have not been identified.

Research designed to examine whether the individual differences found in

one experiment extend across different, but conceptuaìly similar

experiments, has also been inadequate. Thus, an important question is

whether subjects who differ in their awareness and cooperation in one

experiment, for example, verbaì operant conditioning, aìso differ in

their responses to a conceptual ly simi ìar experiment, such as the

classical conditioning of attitude paradigm. Both of these tasks require

problem solrrìng, ìearning, and cooperative preferences and their effects

have been shown to be inadequate to demand characteristics. lloreover,

if subject differences can be consistently identified, it would be

useful to ascertain whether they would show corresponding consistent

individual differences on attitude and personaì i ty test measures

previously related to subjectsrexperimental behaviour. lt is to these

questions that the present research is addressed.

ln this study, subjects were tested in both the verbal operant

conditioning and cìassicaì conditioning paradigms and administered the

Psychoìogy Research Survey and l'larlowe-Crowne Social Desirability scaìe.

The verbal operant condi tioning paradigm yields the clearest

differentiation of subjects on awareness and cooperation. 0n the basis
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of their performance on this task, subjects were sorted into one of

three groups, i.e., aware and cooperative' aware and noncooperative, and

unaware. The scores of these three groups of subjects on the cìassicaì

conditioning task, the Psychoìogy Research Survey and the Harìowe-Crowne

Scaìe of Social Desirabiìity were compared. Specifically the foììowing

hypotheses wi I I be exami ned.

(l) Firstìy, it was predicted that the freguency of aware and

unah,are subjects on the classical conditioning task would vary directìy

with their awareness classification on the verbaì operant conditioning

task.

(2) Secondly, it was predicted that the classical conditioning

performance scores of subjects classed on the verbal operant

conditioning task as a\^/are-cooperative would be higher than for unaware

subjects. The mean ratings of the aware-uncooperat¡ve subjects were

predicted to faì I intermedìate to these two groups.

(3) Thirdly, it was predicted that ltlarìowe Crowne Social Desirabiìity

scores and Psychology Research Survey scores of the three groups of

subjects would differ significantly, with the means consistent with

their predicted performance differences, that is, aware-cooperative,

aware-uncooperative, and unaware, respectively.
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Sub i ects

The subjects were ì74 female students who had volunteered from

I ntroductory Psychoìogy courses at the Un ivers i ty of l'lan i toba in order

partiaì ìy to fuìfi I I a course requirement of research participation.

Because it was necessary for subjects to participate in both of two

separate experiments in order for their data to be included, the data

for 72 subjects who had participated in only one of the two experiments

were discarded. 0f the 65 subjects who participated in the verbal

operant conditioning experiment first, l9 did not sign up for the second

experiment. 0f the ì09 subjects who participated initialìy in the

classical conditioning experiment,53 did not sign up for the second

experiment. The fai lure of individual ly run subjects to sign up.for the

second experiment was ìargely due to either the unavailability of a

suitable time or their lack of a need for additional experiments. ln

the group sessions, not' enough booklets were made available to enabìe

all subjects, aìmost aìì of whom compìeted the task within a I imited

period of time, to sign up for a second session. However, based on

these chance factors and the absence of any performance differences,

there did not seem to be any systematic bias among subjects who did and

did not participate in both studies.

-25-
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The sampìe of ì02 subjects who completed both experiments consisted

of 46 subjects who were tested in the individual operant conditioning

experiment first, and 56 subjects who were tested initiaìly in the

classical conditioning experiment. As wiìl be discussed beìow, three of

these subjects' responses were excluded from the final data analyses for

inconsistencies between their verbal reports and behavioral measures of

awareness. Thus, f i na I ana I yses were based on 99 subj ects.

Exper i menta ì Tasks and l,laterials

Aì I subjects participated in two experimentaì sessions. A Taffel-type

verbal operant conditioning procedure was administered individual ly to

the subjects. ln a group session these same subjects were presented with

an attitude conditioning task. Beside the experimentaì tasks, all the

subjects were given a set of paper and pencil tests containing the

l'larlowe-Crowne Social Desirabil ity scale (l'larlowe E Crowne, l96 l) , the

Psychology Research Survey (Adair, 197Ð, and several attitudinal

statements designed to assess subjects'general orientation toward

exper i ments .

Verbal operant conditioning. The ve.rbal operant conditioning task,

similar to that reported by Taffel (195Ð, was the primary means for

identifying individual differences in awareness and cooperative behavior

(Page,1972). ln this task subjects were given a stack of ninety JX!

inch cards. 0n the center of each was printed one of a set of commonly

used past-tense verbs. Below the verb were printed six pronouns, i.e.,

l, WE, YOU, HE, SHE and THEY, in random order. The subjects' task was

to make up a sentence that started with any one of the printed pronouns
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and that used the verb on the card. The subjects were instructed to say

aloud the sentence that first came to mind. After an initial baseì ine

block of ìj non-reinforced triaìs, the experimenter began to say "good"

as a reinforcement for each sentence that began with the pronoun "l".
At the end of 60 conditioning triaìs, a post-experimentaì questionnaire

and a behaviouraì test of awareness (Page,1972) were administered.

classical conditioninq of attitudes. The attitude conditioning

procedure was the mod i f i ed repì i cat i on of the staats and staats' (1957 ,

.l958) experiment employed by Page (i969) to demonstrate the role of

demand characteristics in this paradigm. For this experiment, six

nonsense sy I I ab les (Y0F , G lW, XEH, WUH, LAJ ê QUG) \^/ere presented

visualìy for 4 seconds by means of a sìide projector. Qne second after

each syllable was visibìe a word was presented oraììy by means of a tape

recorder. The one hundred and eight different words uti I ized included

eighteen with positive or pleasant evaìutive meaning (such as beauty,

happy, success), eighteen with negative or unpleasant evaluative meaning

(such as sick, fear, bitter), and seventy-two neutral words (such as

clock, paper, wheel). The syìlables and words used in this experiment,

presented in full in Appendix C, were the same as those used by Staats 6

Staats (lgSl) in their original experimenr.

The materials were arranged so that the words having positive

evaluative meaning (pìeasant connotation) were consistently paired with

the sylìable YOF, and the words having negative evaluative meaning

(unpleasant connotation) were consistently paired with the syl lable l.lUH.

The neutral words were randomìy paired with each cf the remaining

syllables. The subjects were told that their task was to pronounce the
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words aloud when they were projected. At the end of the task the

subjects were asked to indicate whether or not each of twelve syllabìes

had been presented and to rate each of the syllables on a /-point

semantic differentiaì sca'l e ranging from l, ìndicating unpleasant, to 7,

indicating pleasant meaning. Final ly the subjects were given a research

participant questionnaire designed to assess awareness (Page,1973,

197 I+) in a manner similar to the assessment of subjectsr awareness in

the verbaì operant conditioning task (Appendix D).

I'larlowe-Crowne Social Desirabilitv Scale (tlCSO) . The l'larlowe-Crowne

Social Desirability Scale was deveìoped (Crowne and Harìowe, .l960) to

assess an individualrs need for approval. This scale, a paper-pencil

inventory suitable for administration in individual and group sessions,

is reproduced in Appendix E. lt is composed of 33 items, utilizes a

true-faìse response format, and typical ly takes about l0 minutes to

complete. A high need for approvaì is inferred from a person's

attribution of cultural ìy approved statments to himself and the denial

of cultural ìy unacceptable traits. A ìow need for approval impl ies a

degree of independence from cuìtural definitions of acceptabìe behavior.

ln documenting the construct vai idity of the I'ICSD Scaìe, Crowne anci

iilarlowe (.l961+) suggested that persons who selected more socialìy

desirable descriptions of themseìves, when compared with persons who

selected relatively few sociaì ly desirabìe descriptions, differed in a

number of ways. High-scoring subjects as compared with low-scoring

subjects were found to be prone to change their attitudes in the

direction of a persuasive source, and to avoid self criticism. Crowne

and Èlarlowe interpret these patterns asrra desire of individuals for
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social support, self protection,... and avoidance of fai ìure'r (as quoted

i n Shu I man and S i I verman , 197 \, p.27) .

The originaI normative data for the llarlowe-Crowne SociaI

Desirability Scale were based on a group of i4l8 subjects, taken from

introductory psychoìogy classes. The test-retest rel iabi I ity

coefficient was .89 and the internal consistency coefficient, using

Kuder-Richardson's Formuìa 20, was .88 (Crowne E lilarlowe, 1960). Crino

et al. (lgg¡) has provided more recent psychometric data on the scale.

They reported test-retest estimates of .86 and an internal consistency

coeff i c i ent of .80 .

Psycholoqy Research Survey (PRS). The Psychoìogy Research Survey,

developed by Adair (197Ð, measures attitudes toward psychology and

psychological research (see Appendix F). A large number of statements

which closely paraphrased 0rne's (i962) detai led description of the

subjects'perceived role in experiments or which reflect variations in

attitudes toward psychological research, were selected and administered

to 20.l lntroductory Psychology students at the Univers ity of l'lanitoba.

Item anaìyses performed on these data yielded a final scale of 52 items.

The items are stateci negativeìy and positiveìy with approximately equal

frequency. They are presented in a five-choice Likert format, where the

subject is given the response options of strongly agree, agree,

undecided, disagree and strongly disagree. Thus, the range of possible

scores is 52 to 260, with high scores reflecting positive attitudes

toward psychology and psychological research. The scale requires

approximately 20 minutes to complete.
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Several checks of the reliabiìity have yieìded corrected split-haìf

coef f icients of .88 to .95 (ROair, 197Ð. Regarding vatidity data on

thi s scaìe, i t has been demonstrated that subjects wi th pos i tive

attitudes toward psychology showed greater awareness in verbal

conditioning (Adair, .|970), and a greater rate of voìunteering and

earl ier sign up for required experiment participation (A¿air, 197Ð. lt

has also been found in several experiments that subjects with high

scores were more wi ì ì ing to cooperate with the experimenter than

subjects whose atti tudes were ì ess pos i tive. I n a conformi ty study, for

exampìe, i t was found that among suspicious subjects, those who

conformed most had more positive attitudes toward psychology than

subjects who conformed ìeast (Adair, 1972) .

Concludinq guestionnaire items. A final set of five attitude items,

three stated posi tively and two stated negatively, (Appendix G) were

developed consistent with Earn and Krogerrs (1976) conception of

active-passive orientation toward psychoìogical experiments. Subjects

were asked, in a forced-choice format, to indicate whether each

statement pertained to them personaì ìy. These items were administered

as a group. Since the items did not form a developed attitude scaìe, the

descriptive data of the percentages of subjects who responded positively

or negatively to each of the items in each subject classification were

compared for any insights they may provide about individual differences

with respect to role orientation.
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P rocedu r e

Al ì subjects were tested both individual ly and in groups. For half

of the subjects the individuaì session or operant conditioning task, and

for the other haìf of the subjects the group session, or classicaì

conditioning task, was conducted first in order to control for order

effects. Subjects were run in groups varying from 5 to 25 subjects

each. Huìtipìe smalì group sessions were necessary in order to meet the

availabìe times of individual subjects and to ensure that the t¡me

interval between group and individual sessions remained reasonably

constant. ln alì cases the group and individual sessions were separated

by at least one day and by no more than four days.

Subjects were recruited for one credit hour in the lntroductory

Psychoìogy cìass by the experimenter who conducted each experiment.

This procedure was fol lowed to enhance the perception of separate

experiments. At the conclusion of the first experimental session,

subjects were toìd by the first experimenter that another experimental

signup booklet was avai Iable for those who might be interested. It was

explained that the experimenter had not been abìe to direct the booklets

to class on time and that it wouìd be appreciared ¡f they could sign up

for the additional experiment.

The two experimental sessions were also conducted in different rooms.

The use of different experimenters and rooms was designed to reduce the

I ikel ihood that subjects would become suspicious that their behaviour or

experience in one task was to be related to their behaviour in the

other. Even with this knowledge it was not expected that their
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behaviours would be differentialìy affected. l'loreover, an order effect

test provided a check on this concern.

Unfortunateìy, it was not possible to fuìfi I I the requirement of

perfect counterbalanced administration of the two task orders. Due to

severaì practicaì considerations an order effect of a different sort was

reintroduced into the experiment. Specifical ly, most subjects were

tested in the experiments of 0rder I before the subjects in 0rder 2

participated in their first experiment. The primary difficuìty was the

limited time availabiìity on the part of the second experimenter \^/ho was

responsibìe for conducting group sessions. Due to examinations and

other responsibilities he u/as available for only a few specific periods

within a ìimited period of time. During these times he had to solicit

subjects from classes, and generaìly did not have enough time to conduct

more than two sessions each day. ln addition to order, it had been

decided that, in order to controì for the time intervaìs between the two

experiment sessions, al I subjects had to participate in both experiments

within an interval of I to 4 days. lt became clear at the outset that

it would be impossible to admínister randomìy the experiments of both

orders and maintain this time interval I imitation with the second

experimenterrs I imited time avai labi I ity. Given the choice, the

interval between the two experimental sessions appeared to be the most

important control to impì ement.

Precautions were aìso taken to ensure that the personal ity and

attitude tests did not confound the behavioral measures. To achieve

this, the l,larlowe-Crowne Social Desirabiìity Scale, the Psychology

Research Survey, and other atti tudi nal statements were admini stered at



the end of the second session (individuaì

procedure, it is possibìe that experiment

subjects' test performance, however, th i s

undesirable of the avaiìabìe options.
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or group) . t/ith th is

behaviours may have confounded

was regarded as the least

lndividual testins session. Subjects were taken individuaì ly to a

smaìl room where they were seated at one end of a tabìe. 0n the table

was a wooden partition that concealed the experimenter from the

subject's view. ln front of the subject were ninety lX! inch white cards

containing the past tense verb and six pronouns as described previously.

The subjects were instructed as fol lows:

"Before you are !0 cards.0n each of these, you wilì see one

past tense verb in the center of the card and below that verb

are 6 pronounsi l, WE, YOU, HE, SHE and THEY arranged in

random order. Your t.ask is to make up sentences starting wÌth

any one of the pronouns and us i ng the verb that i s on the

card. When you have thought of the sentence say it aloud. Now

it doesnrt matter whether the sentence you make up is short or

long or even if it is simple or complicated. lt is important

that you answer with the first sentence that comes to your

mind. After you have finished with one card, place it aside

and go on to the next card. Do you have any questions?

Letrs have some practice trials so that you will get the

knack of i t.rr

After ì! trials:

rrThatrs f ine. Now let's begin.rl
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These and all other task instructions were presented by means of tape

recordings. Such a procedure did not appear unnaturaì to subjects in

this context and provided some control on experimenterrs expectancy cue

transmission and on variations in instructions due to fatigue.

During the verbaì conditioning task, the experimenter was seated

behind the partition and recorded the pronouns used by the subject. Alì

subjects were given 75 trials of the usuaì verbal conditioning

procedure. 0n the first l! baseline trials (block t), the experimenter

did not reinforce any of the subjects' responses. For Trial s l6-75

(blocks 2-5) the exper imenter rei nforced sentences begi nni ng wi th the

pronoun rrl" by say ing "goodr'.

All subjects were stopped at the end of the 75 experimental trials

and given a ten-item funnel-type questionnaire (Page,197Ð ín order to

assess their awareness (see Appendix A). This questionnaire was used to

assess how subjects approached the experiment, what the subjects thought

about i ts purpose, and whether and why they used some words more often

than others. The questionnaire was used to help identify subjectsl

contingency and demand awareness (t¡rat they knew they were expected to

construct sentences to get the experimenter to say "good" more often).

After completing the questionnaire, a behavioural measure of

awareness was obtained. Subjects were told that the rules of the study

had changed, so that they were now to construct only sentences that

would get the experimenter to say "good" on every one of the next

several trials. The specific instructions describing this shift in

procedure to subjects were as foìlows:
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"0K, let us pause for a moment. I am going to give some

further instructions and it is important that you do not

answer me or taìk back in any way; just ì isten. I am sure that

you are aware that I have been saying good after some of your

sentences. I am not sure if you have figured out why I am

saying "gooC" or not. I want to check that now. I wilì

continue to say "good" for the same thing as before. lf you

know or think you know what makes me sayrrgood", I want you to

make me say 'rgoodrr on every trial. This way you wil ì

demonstrate by your actions that you know ¡t. lf you have not

yet f i gured out what makes me say "goodr, , try to do so as soon

as possibìe. Try to make me say I'good', on every trial. There

are several remaining cards and you wilì earn a point every

time I say "good'r after your sentence. Try to earn as many

points as poss ibl e. Letrs start.rl

The experimenter immediately gave l! more cards to the subject and

continued to say "goodrrafter sentences that began with "1" as in the

conditioning procedure. At the conclusion of this task, subjects were

given a final questionnaire (Appendix B) in one of three formats,

depending on their performance. subjects who were cìearly aware and

cooperative during the experiment (i.e., gave ìJ or more reinforced tl'

responses on any one of the four bìocks of l5 reinforced trials) b/ere

merely asked to indicate when they had become aware. Subjects who did

not meet the above criterion, but who showed their awareness on at least

i4 of the final lf awareness trials were asked questions about their

view of the reinforcement in addition to when they had become aware.
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ilSubjects who neither "conditionedrrnor gave the criterion number of¡tl

responses during the final 15 trials, were given a series of questions

to assess why they had not become aware and conditioned. The

behavioural measure of awareness was used ìn conjunction with the

questionnaire measures in order to get a more precise measure of

subjects who were aware and unaware.

Group testinq session. ln the group sessions, the classicaì

conditioning of attitudes experiment, described previously, was

introduced to the subjects by means of tape recorded instructíons. A

written copy of the instructions was also given to the subjects:

"This is an experiment to see how well you can learn two

separate ì ists simultaneousìy through two different sensory

modalities. Nonsense syllables will be presented visualìy on

the screen before you. A syllable will be presented every five

seconds. This wiìl continue over a large number of trials. The

sylìables will be presented in random order and will be

repeated many times. Your task will be to learn the nonsense

sylìables that have been presented. You do not have to learn

the order in which they are presented. Now each time a

nonsense syllabìe is presented, you wiìì hear a word from this

tape recorder. Your task will aìso be to learn as many of

these orally presented words as possibìe. To heìp you do this

we ask that you pronounce the word aìoud right after you hear

it and that you repeat it to yourself before the next syllabìe

and word pair are presented. Aìthough the nonsense sylìables

will be repeated many times, each word will only be presented
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once. ln other words, you could learn the syl lables by just

looking at them, but you shouìd simul taneously pronounce the

words aloud since there wi ll be many words, each one presented

onì y once. Are there any quest i ons?r'

Each syllable was presented I8 times for a totaì of .l08 trials. The

six syllabìes, each time paired with a different word, were presented in

the order reported by Staats and Staats (1957). They had randomized the

order of the syllables with the exception that no syìlable couìd appear

more than twice in succession. Syl lables were projected on the screen

for 4 seconds each with a I second change time. The syllablerYOFtwas

always paired with words of a positive or pìeasant evaluative meaning

and the syìlablerWUH'was always paired wíth words of a negative or

unpleasant evaluative meaning. This was a sl ight departure from the

original procedure where the negatively paíred syl ìable was XEH. The

other four sylìables 'GlW', 'XEH', rLAJ' and 'QUG' were paired with

words having neutral meaning.

The conditioning procedure was immediateìy foì lowed by a syl Iable

recognition and rating test. Subjects were told that the experimenter

was interested in how they feìt about the syliables because that might.

have affected how the syl labìes were Iearned. The test booklets were

distributed and introduced by the foì lowing instructions presented on

the tape recorder:

rrThis concludes the first part of the experiment. We are now

passing out some small booklets. 0n the first page I would

like you to begin by writing down your name and student number

at the top of the booklet. Please wait for further

instructions before proceeding with the rest of this booklet.rt
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After a pause, the rest of the instructions were presented to the

subjects by the tape recorder. These instructions were reproduced on

the first page of the bookìet to enable subjects to read aìong with the

exper i menter:

"Your ìearning of the nonsense syl ìabìes may be affected by

how you feel about them. For thìs reason, please indicate

your feeìings as you ìook at each sylìabìe on the folìowing

pages. Circle the number that best represents your feel ings

toward each syì lable. You are also to indicate for each

syìlabìe, whether or not it was shown on the screen during the

learning task by circl ing either yes or no in response to this

quest i on. Do you have any quest i ons?"

Each subject was given a smalI booklet in which there were tweìve

pages. 0n each page were printed one nonsense syllables and a /-point
semantic differentiaì scale. The end points in the scale was ìabel led

pleasant (following the number /) and unpleasant (preceding the number

'l). tne subjects were asked to circle the rating that best represented

their feeì ing toward each syl lable. These ratings are the traditional

measure of whether "cond i t i on i ng" occurred, that i s, whether the

positive and negative associations with YOF and WUH led to differentiaì

feel i ngs.

At the end of this task the subjects were given a l0-item funnel-type

postexperimental questionnaire designed to assess subjects' awareness

(see Appendix D). This questionnaire was a modification of those used

by Page (1973, 197q, to make it similar to the items he used in the

questionnaire fol lowing the verbal operant conditioning task. Subjects
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were asked how they approached the experiment, what they thought about

its purpose, whether they noticed any relationship between the syì lables

and words, how they decided on their ratings of the syìlables, when they

became aware of the relationship between the syìlabìes and words, etc.

As i n verbal operant condi tioni ng, thi s questionnai re was used to

identify subjects' awareness, that is, that they knew that they were

expected to rate YOF as pìeasant and WUH as unpleasant. Their verbal

reports were also used in conjunction with the rating measure described

above to assess contingency awareness and to determine when it occurred.

Att i tude and persona I i ty tests. At the conc I us i on of the second

sess ion for each subject, that i s, after ei ther the atti tude

conditioning or the verbal operant conditioning task, subjects were

given a set of paper and pencil tests and scales. All subjects

completed, in order, the l,larlowe-Crowne's Social Desirability Scaìe,

Adair's Psychoìogy Research Survey and several additionaì attitudinal

statements designed to assess subjectsr active or passive orientation

toward exper i ments .

Debriefing. At the end of the two experiments for al l the subjects,

a written copy of a debriefing was distributeci to each of the

participants by their respective course teachers (Appendix H). This

procedure was necessary to insure that subjects did not receive feedback

at an earl ier time that might have distorted their performance or

contaminated the subject pool.
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The Verbal 0perant Conditioninq Experiment

Awareness

0n the basis of subjects' performance on both the operant

conditioning trials and on the behavioural test of awareness, subjects

were initially divided into one of three groups: Aware-Cooperative,

Aware-Uncooperative and Unaware. Subjects who were Aware-Cooperative

(n=22, 21 .57".6) were those who made up ì I or more " lrr sentences dur ing

one of four test triaì blocks and began at ìeast ì4 of their 15

postshift sentences with the correct pronoun l. Subjects cìassed as

Aware but Uncooperative (n=4ì, l+0.2O2) were those who did not make up ìJ

or more sentences beginning with the pronoun I on any test trial block,

yet were able to show their awareness by beginning at least l4 of 15

postshift sentences with the correct pronoun l. Unaware subjects (n=39,

38.2\%) fa i I ed to meet these cr i ter i a.

Detai led examination of subjectsr responses to the second post

experimental questionnaire, however, suggested the need for addi tional

sorting. 0n the second PEQ, l4 of 4ì subjects in the

Aware-Uncooperative category indicated that they had not become aware

unt¡ ì after the performance triaìs were over. ln other words, they

indicated that they had become aware only during or after PEQ l.

Because these subjects reported that they were not ar^rare during the

-40-
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conditioning trials, it seemed most appropriate that they shouìd be

categor i zed as unaware subj ects . The tota ì number of subj ects w i th i n

each category foì ìowing this redistribution were 22 Aware-Cooperative,

2J Aware-Uncooperative, and 53 Unaware.

Subjectsr verbaì reports on the f i rst postexper imentaì questionnai re

served as a check on the behaviouraì measure of awareness. The

experimenter and two judges, without knowìedge of the conditioning

scores, read and rated subjects'questionnaire responses to arrive at a

global assessment of whether or not the subject was aware of the

contingency and of the demand to provide sentences consistent with this

ab/areness. Al I three judges agreed 72.72 of the time in their

cìassification of subjects as aware or unaware. ln the cases of

disagreement, the agreement of two of the three judges was taken as the

cr i ter i on of awareness.

A comparison of these two measures of awareness and the final

grouping of subjects into the three categories is presented in Table l.
For the most part, subjects classified as behavioralìy aware or unaware

were similarly classified on the basis of their responses to the pEQ.

Three subjects, however were misclassified. One subject in the

Aware-cooperative group was scored unaware according to her verbal

reports. She was placed in the aware category because she had

coincidentally used rrlrr to begin her sentences on virtuaìly every trial,
including basel ine and test trials. ln response to the pEQs, however,

she reported that she was not aware. Her data do not seem to be

appropriate for inclusion in either the aware or unaware group.
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TABLE I

Frequencies of Aware and Unaware Subjects Assessed by PEQ Among the
Three Groups of Behavioural ly Aware and Unaware Subjects

Behavioural Awareness

PEQ Awareness Aware and Aware and Unaware
Cooperat i ve Uncooperat i ve

Aware

Unaware

Tota I

2l

I

22

27

27

51

53

Final Sampìe 2l

(21.212)

27

(27.272)

51

$1 .522)

Discarded Subjects (see text)
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ln the Unaware group, two subjects were rated on the postexperimentaì

reports as aware of either contingency or demands. Because they had

failed to show this awareness when tested on the behavioural measure, it

became probìematic whether to count these subjects as aware or unaware.

Because the experiment was designed to examine individuaì differences

across experiments, it seemed best for all analyses to be conducted on

subjects who were clearly of one type or the other. lt was therefore

decided to exclude the data from these three subjects in aìl subsequent

analyses. The final sample on which alì subsequent analyses were based

is presented at the bottom of Table l.

0rder effects on awareness. Because the two experimentaì tasks were

given in two different orders, (i.e., the verbal operant conditioning

experiment was administered before the classical conditioning of

attitudes task for approximately half of the subjects and in the reverse

order for the remainder) it was necessary to examine the number of aware

and unaware subjects in the verbaì operant conditioning task to

determine if these data were influenced by order effects. The

frequencies of subjects in each of the three awareness categories for

the two orders are presented in Table 2. To determine whether order had

any differential effects on subjectsr ìevels of awareness a chi square

anaìysis was performed on the frequencies of subjects in each of the

aì^/areness categories for the two different orders. This analysis was

found to be nonsignificant, X2 (2, N = 99) = 2.72, p ) .05. Although

there h,as a proportíonally greater number of aware subjects under 0rder

2, the differences across all categories were not significant. ln other

words, ab/areness u/as not affected by order of experimental tasks.
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TABLE 2

Frequencies of Subjects Cìassified According to Levels of Awareness -
Cooperation on Verbal 0perant Conditioning in Two Task 0rders

Aware and Aware and Unaware
Cooperat i ve Uncooperat i ve

0rder I (Verbaì Operant
Condi tioning - Classicaì
Conditioning)

0rder 2 (C ì ass i ca I

Condìtioning - Verbal
Operant Conditioning

25

26

t3

r415
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Verbal 0perant Conditioninq Performance

The verbaì operanr. conditioning data were scored in terms of number

of reinforced sentences per block of ì! trials. The mean number of

reinforced responses by trial bìock for subjects classified according to

levels of awareness and cooperation are presented in Table 3. ln

addition, Table J contains the corresponding means for trial blocks

within each of the two experiment orders. To determine whether there

was an effect of order of experiments or subject classification on

verbal operant conditioning performance, trial blocks were subjected to

a 2x2x5 analysis of variance. The summary of this analysis is presented

in Table 12 in Appendix l. The main effect for subject classification

according to ìeveìs of awareness and cooperation was significant, F

(2,9Ð=44.0.|, p < .0001. The means for these data, graphically

represented in Figure l, clearìy show that the conditioning effect is to

be found almost exclusiveìy with Aware-Cooperative subjects. An

interaction between subject cìassification and blocks of triaìs was also

found to be significant, F (8, 372) = .l4.52, p <.01, indicating that

subject classification according to levels of awareness and cooperation

effected subjects' differentiaì performance over trial blocks.

To determine whether the three classes of subjects differed from each

other in their verbal operant conditioning, Scheffé multiple comparison

procedure was performed on the simple effects in Table 12 (Appendix l).

ln this analysis Aware-Cooperative subjects (t'1=9.70) were found to be

signif icantìy different from Aware-Uncooperative subjects (l4=4.97) and

Unaware subjects (f4=4.20). The mean performance scores of

Aware-Uncooperative subjects and Unaware subjects did not differ
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significantly. These results reinforce the previous interpretation

(Page, 1968,1972) that subjects¡awareness is crucial to the evidence

for conditionability, and that an uncooperative behavioural set results

in performance that is simiìar to unaware subjects.

0rder effects on performance. The main effect of order was also

significant, F (i,93)=8.06, p < .005. Subjects in Order 2, who

experienced the verbaì operant condîtioning task fol lowing the classicaì

conditioning experiment, showed greater overall levels of conditioning

than those in 0rder l. The interaction between order and subject

classif ication, however, was not signif icant, F (2,9Ð = 0.88r p > .05,

indicating that order of experiment did not resuìt in differential

performance of d i fferent c I asses of subj ects .

Postexper i menta I quest i onna i re data. The second postexper i menta ì

guestionnaire was different for each of the groups of subjects

classified according to their level of awareness and cooperation.

However, one question was common for subjects in the aware-uncooperative

and unaware groups and al lowed some comparisons. Specifical ìy, this

question asked subjects to indicate why they had responded as they did,

i.e., what was their behaviouraì intentions. Although severaì

alternatives were indicated, the only noteworthy difference was that

62.962 (n=17) of subjects in the aware-uncooperative compared to only

11.762 (n=6) of subjects in the unaware group reported that they

responded as they did because they wanted to be independent and not

influenced by the experimenter. These data clearly suggest a negative

behavioural intention on the part of aware-uncooperative group of

subj ects .
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l'lean Number of Re i nf orced
Grouped According to Levels

TABLE 3

Responses over
of Awareness -

Trial Blocks for Subjects
Cooperation and Task 0rders

Block I Block 2
(Baseì i ne)

Block J Block 4 B ìock 5

Aware-Cooperat i ve
(n=2 ì )

Aware-Uncooperat i ve
(n=ZJ)

Unaware (¡=! I )

4.38

3.93

3.12

6.52

4.t5

3.65

r0.29

\.93

t+.27

13.29

5.81

4.78

t4.04

6 .0A

5.20

0 rder

0rder

(n=44)

(n=55)

3. 38

3 "91

4 .46

5.04

5.27

7 .2\

6.gg

8.72

7.59

9 .09

I

2
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The Cìassical Condi tioninq Experiment

Awareness

Subjects were classified, by the same three judges employed in the

first experiment, into aware and unaware groups on the basis of their

responses to the postexper imentaì questionna i re admi ni stered at the end

of the classicaì conditioning experiment. The judges were bì ind as to

the condition and previous categorization of each subject. Subjects

were classified as contingency aware if they reported that they knew

that the particular syl ìable Y0F was associated wi th posi tive evaìuative

words and/or that l.lUH was assoc i ated w i th negat ive eva I uat ive words .

They were classified as demand aware if they reported that they knew

that they were expected to rate the syl ìables accordingly. Because of

the difficuìt¡es in classifying subjects as demand aware, i.e., most

subjects did not spontaneous'ly articulate the precise hypothesized

behaviour, contingency awareness was empìoyed as the criterion for

cìassifying subjects as aware or unaware for further analyses. Aì I

three judges agreed 69.62 of the time in the cìassification of subjects

as aware or unaware. ln the cases of disagreement, the agreement of two

of the three judges was considered for final cìassification.

Accordingly, 40.\Z of the subjects (n=40) were found to be aware,

whereas 59.592 of them (n=59) were cìassified as unaware.

Order effects on awareness. As in the verbal operant conditioning

experiment, the number of subjects classified as aware and unaware

within each order of administration of the cìassical conditioning

experiment were examined to determine if there were any order effects.

The frequencies of subjects unho *"r" found to be aware and unaware for
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TABLE 4

Number of Aware and Unaware Subjects in the Classical Conditioning Task
in 0rder I (Verbal Operant Conditioning - Classical Conditioning) and

0rder 2 (Classical Condítioning - Verbal 0perant Conditioning)

0rder I

0rder 2

Aware

r3

27

Unaware

3r

28
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0rder l, i.e., where the verbaì operant conditioning task was presented

first and 0rcier 2, i.e., where the classical conditioning task was

presented first, are presented in Table 4. A chi square analysis was

applied to these sets of frequencies to determine whether there were any

differences attributable to an order effect. This analysis was found to

be significant, Xz (1, N =99) =7.98, p (.00.l, indicating that order of

experiments was a variable contributing to subjects'differential

awareness. Specificaì ìy, a greater proportion of the subjects were

aware when the classicaì conditioning task was presented first than when

it was presented following the verbal operant conditioning procedure.

Classical Condi tioninq Performance

The subjectsr ratings of the two syllables selected to be condítioned

were scored fol ìowing a procedure deveìoped by Page (lggg). Each

subject blas assigned a single conditioning score by subtracting the

rating of the negatively associated syìlable (I,JUH) from that subjectrs

rating of the positively associated syl lable (Y0F). This conditioning

score couìd range from -6 to +6; the higher the score in a positive

direction, the greater the degree of conditioning. The mean

conditioning score for aware subjects was 3.80 (S.D.= 2.2Ð whereas for

unabrare subjects it was .68 (S.D.=ì.98) . An analysis of variance

performed on these scores revealed significantly greater conditioning by

subjects who were aware compared to those who were unaware F

(1,95)=45.84, p < .000i (see Table l3 in Appendix l). A graph of the

frequency distribution of conditioning scores for aware and unaware

subjects is presented in Figure 2. An examination of this figure
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TABLE 5

l'leans and Standard Deviat ions of Cond it ioned Heasure of D if f erence Score
of Subjects Classified on Cìassical Conditioning of 0rder I and 0rder 2

Aware Unaware Tota ì

0rder I

0rder 2

l'lean

3 .08
(z.t+l)

\.15
(2.t6)

l'lean

0.23
(2 .06)

1.t8
(l .79)

l'lea n

I .07
(2.53)

2.6/.+
(2 .64)

n

44

n

3r

n

r3

552827

Tota I 3.80
(2.29)

0.68 59
(l .98)

r.94 99
(2 .60)

40

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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clearly reveals that classical conditioning of meaning was obtained

I arge I y by subj ects who were a\^/are of the assoc i at i on between the

nonsense syììables and words, and that those subjects who could not see

any relationship between syììables and words showed 1¡ttle conditioning.

These results lend further support to the previous findings of Page

(1969, 197Ð, that classicaì conditioning is due largely to awareness,

presumab ì y the resu I t of demand character i st i cs .

0rder effects on Þerformance. The means and standard deviations of

the classical conditioning scores of aware and unaware subjects for

0rder I and 0rder 2 are presented in Table 5. The conditioning scores

of Order 2 cìearly seem to be much greater than that of Order l. An

examination of the performance scores by analysis of variance (see Tabìe

l3 in Appendix l) showed a significant main effect of order on the

obtained classical conditioning scores, F (l,97)=14.0, p < .02. ln

other words, subjects in Order 2 showed greater overal I Ievels of

conditioning than those in Order l. The interaction between order and

subject classification, however was not significant, (f < t).

Consistency of Awareness and Performance Across Experiments

Awa r enes s

The major hypothesis of the study was that there would be a

consistency within subjects of awareness and performance across

experiments. Consistency of subject classification on awareness was

examíned first. The frequencies of subjects who were found to be aware

or unaware in classical conditioning among the groups of subjects

classified according to levels of awareness and cooperation in verbal
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operant conditioning are presented in Table 6. As leveìs of cooperation

in the classical conditioning experiment are ìess distinctive, have not

been traditional ìy identified either by behavioural test or PEQ, and

were not assessed by PEQ in this study, subjects h,ere cìassified simply

as being either aware or unaware.

The statistical analysis of these data also posed speciaì problems.

Because the frequencies are based on correìated sampìes, i.e., each

subject responded in two different experiments, the usual chi square

procedure which is based on the assumption of independence of samples

could not be applied. Although an appropriate chi square technique for

correlated data (ltlcNemar, 19\7) is available, it requires that the cel ìs

be symmetric, that is, that the data be arranged in a symmetrical 2x2 or

3x3 contingency table, rather than in a 2x3 table such as that

presented in Tabìe 6. To achieve this symmetry subjects r^,ere

recìassif ied on verbaì operant conditioning into either aware or unar^/are

categories as with the classical conditioning data. The regrouped data,

presented in Table 7, were compared by the f.lcNemar test of 2x2 table for

correlated samples (t'lcNemar , 19\7) . The test appl ied to these data was

found to be nonsignificant, Xz (l, n =!0) =.l.28, p >.05. Thus according

to this test the pattern of obtained results does not sufficientìy

deviate from a nuìl hypothesis of no change in the distribution of aware

and unaware subjects in the two experiments. ln other words the

prediction of the greater number of aware and unaware subjects in verbal

operant conditioning aìso being classified as aware and unaware,

respectively in classical conditioning, was not supported.
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Number of Aware and Unaware
Groups of Subjects Classified

TABLE 6

Subjects in Cìassicaì Condi
on Awareness-Cooperat i on i n
Conditioning

t i on i ng Among
Verbaì 0perant

Verbal 0perant Conditioning Classical Condi tioni ng

Aware and

Aware and

Unaware

Cooperat i ve

Uncooperat i ve

Aware

7

l2

21

Unaware

r4

15

3O
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Number of Aware
Subj ects Rec

and Unaware
lassified as

TABLE 7

Subjects in Cìassicaì
Aware and Unaware i n

Conditioning

Conditioning Among
Verba ì 0perant

Verbal 0perant Conditioning Classical Condi tioning

Aware

Unaware

Aware

r9

2l

Unaware

29

30

Tota I 5940
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Pe r forma nce

The means and standard deviatìons of classical conditioning scores of

the groups of subjects classified according to leveìs of awareness and

cooperation on verbal operant conditioning are presented in the Table 8.

The frequency distributions of these data are graphicalìy presented in

Figure l. An examination of this latter figure suggests no striking

difference in conditioning scores by different groups of subjects

cìassified on verbal operant conditioning. This was substantiated by

anaìysis of variance computed on the classicaì conditioning performance

scores of the subjects classified on verbal operant conditioning (see

Table l4 in AppendÌx l). This analysis failed to show any significant

effect of subject cìassification in verbaì operant conditioning on

subjects' performance on the cìassical conditioning task (f < l). ln

other words, subjects who were Aware-Cooperative, Aware-Uncooperative or

Unaware in verbal operant conditioning did not differ significantìy in

their rating of syl lables in the classicaì conditioning task. The

hypothes i s of cons i stenc;, of performance across d i fferent exper iments,

therefore, was not supported.

There was, howeverr ê significant effect of order of experiments on

conditioning scores, F (.l,93)=9.32, p<.003. Examination of the means

indicates that subjects who completed the classical conditioning

experiment first (0rder Z) performed better than those of who completed

it second (0rder l). The interaction of order and subject

cìassification on cìassical conditioning scores, however, was

nonsignificant (F<l), indicating that order of experiment was not

signif icant in generating differential classical conditioning
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TABLE 8

l'leans and Standard Deviations of Classicaìly Conditioned Dif f erence
Score of Subjects Classified on Verbal Operant Conditioning for 0rder l,

0rder 2, and Total

Aware-Cooperat i ve Aware-Uncooperat i ve Unaware

0rder I

0rder 2

Tota l

r.r6
(l.tZ)

2 ,\7
(z.ol)

2.r0
(21 .39)

0.69
(r.gz)

2.57
(2.62)

1 .67
(2 .48)

I .2\
(3.0t)

2.77
(2.35)

2.91
(2.75)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses
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performance among different groups of subjects classified on verbaI

operant conditioning.

I nd iv idua I D if f erence ltleasures

The final hypothesis was that subjects cìassified according to leveìs

of awareness and cooperation would significantly differ in their need

for approval and atti tudes toward psychological research. I t was

expected that scores on both tests wouìd be higher among subjects

classified as Aware and Cooperative, lesser among Unaware subjects, and

intermediate to these two groups would falì subjects classified as Aware

but Uncooperative. The means and standard deviation of these subjects

for both tests are presented in Tabìe 9.

The means for the Need for Approval scores were opposite to the

predicted relationship. Although the differences were nonsignif icant,

unaware subjects had higher mean Need for Approval scores than the two

aware groups, which were similar to one another. The one way analysis

of variance on these scores did not result in any significant effect F

(2,96)=2.19, P>.05 (see Table l! in Appendix l).

A different pattern emerged for the Psychology Research Survey (PRS).

The Aware-Uncooperative subjects clearly had less positive attitude

toward psychology and psychological research, whereas the

Aware-Cooperative and Unaware subjects had simi ìar and more positive

mean PRS scores. An analysis of these PRS scores for subjects classified

into different groups, however, fai led to show any significant effect

for subject classif ication, t (2,96) =.l.86, p>.05 (see Table l6 in

Appendix l).
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ÏABLE 9

Heans and Standard Deviations of Need for Approvaì and Psychology
Research Survey Scores of Subjects Classified According to Awareness and

Cooperat i on 0n Verba I 0perant Cond i t i on i ng

Subject Classification Need for Approvaì Psychoìogy Research Survey

Aware-Cooperat i ve
(n=2 I )

Aware-Uncooperat i ve
(n=27)

Unaware
(n=5.|)

12.67
(4.82)

12.85
3.e5)

r4.7r
(9.83)

20 I .90
(zl.øs)

193.33
(zo . t5'¡

202.18
(t6.21)

Note: Standard dev i at i ons are i n parentheses.
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ln general, the correlations between task performance on both

conditioning experiments with need for approval and attitudes toward

psychoìogical research were clearly nonsignificant. Al I correlations

are reported in Table 17 in Appendix l. 0nly the correlation between

verbaì operant conditioning performance and attitudes toward

psychological research approached significance, L= -0..l8, p < .O7.

Active-passive response sets. The final set of questions designed to

assess subjectsrviews of their active-passive role orientation in

psychological experiments were examined. The percentages of subjects who

responded with an active role orientation among subjects classified

according to levels of awareness and cooperation are presented in Tabìe

ì0. Overalì the results show a greater percentage of subjects in the

aware-uncooperative group were active (69.562) compared to

aware-cooperative (532) and unaware (62.52) subjects. 0f particuìar

interest is the fact that every aware-uncooperative subject agreed wìth

Item I ("As a subject one should make conscious efforts to understand

the purpose of experimentaì procedures") and only one disagreed with

Item 4 ('rA subject should respond objectively in a way helshe thinks as

proper even if he/she believes that it is not what the experimenter

wantsrr) . Comparable percentages of Aware-Cooperative subjects are much

less (652 and 802 respectively).

Final ly, active-passive set was also examined for subjects who were

consistent or inconsistent in awareness. Overall results showed that

subjects who were consistently aware were more actÍve (66.252) compared

to i ncons i stentl y aware (58.622) and cons i stentl y unaware subjects

(62.92) .
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TABLE ìO

Percentages of Responses over ltems of Active-Passive Set of Subjects
Grouped According to Levels of Awareness - Cooperation and Consistency

of Awareness

Subj ect
Classification

Item I

Tr ue

Item 2

True

Item 3

Faìse

Item 4

Tr ue

Item 5

Fa ì se Tota I

Aware-Cooperat i ve

Aware-Uncooperat i ve

Unaware

652
(n= ì 3)

ì 002
(n=23)

91 .672
(n=44)

602
(n= ì 2)

9t.32
(n=2 ì )

7 5'4
(¡=16)

30"4
(n=6)

t+3 ,I+82
(n= I 0)

502
(n=24)

8oZ
(n= I 6)

95.652
(n=22)

87.52
( n=4 2)

302
(n=6)

17.392
(n=4)

8.lsz
(n=4)

fi?6
(tl=zo)

69.562
(t't=z 3)

62.52
(N=48)

Consistently Aware

I ncons i stent

Consistentìy
Unaware

8t.z5Z
(n= ì 3)

852
(n=39)

932
(n=26)

752
(n= I 2)

782
(¡=16)

7tz
(n=20)

t+3.752
(n=7)

\tZ
(n= I 9)

5trT
(n= I !)

tooz
(n= I 6)

7 6 .09%
(n=35)

93.1o2
(n=2J)

31 .252
(n=5)

t56
(n=6)

66.25?<
(N= I 6)

58.622
(N=46)

3.h52 6Z.g'¿
(n= I ) (N=21)
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onConsistency of Subiects Experimental Behaviour
D i fferent Tasks

and Performance Scores

Since the concern of the present study was to determine whether

subj ects' exper i menta ì behav i our was cons i stent across exper i ments, i t

seemed appropriate to reexamine the data from the perspective of

subjects who were consistent or inconsistent in their awareness. Al I

subj ects were recl ass i f i ed i nto those who were cons i stentì y aware or

unaware, and those who were inconsistent in their awareness across the

two different experiments. The means and standard deviations for these

group of subjects on the different performance and individual difference

measures are presented in Table I l. The interrelationship of subjects'

performance on both conditioning tasks with their scores on need for

approval and attitudes toward psychological research were reexamined and

these correlations are presented in Table l8 in Appendix l. Among alì

these correlations only verbaì operant conditioning performance and need

for approval was found to be significantìy correlated, ! = -0.25, p.

<.01. Subjects who were consistentìy aware had signi ficantly lower Need

for Approvaì scores compared to subjects cìassed as inconsistentìy aware

and consistentìy unaware. The correlations between classical

conditioning performance and need for approvaì and between task

performance on both cond i t i on i ng exper i ments and att i tudes toward

psychological research were al I nonsignificant.
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TABLE I ]

I'lean scores and Standard Dev iat ions f or 0perant and C lass ica ì

Conditioning Performance, and HCSD and PRS Scores of Subjects Classified
as Cons i stent or I ncons i stent on Awareness

Subject Classification Cìassical Verbal 0perant ¡lCSD PRS

Condi tioni ng Condi tioni ng
Score Score

Consistently Aware 3.57 7.29 ì i.94 196.37
(n=ì 9) Q.zg) 13.6r) (4.0g) (t6.zS)

lnconsistent 2.18 6.27 ì4.02 200.3t
(n=49) Q .54) (3 . 83) (5 .o) (23 .3\)

Consistently Unaware 0.68 3.1+5 14.39 2OO.8l
(n=3r) (2.28) (2.50) (4.43) (t7.64)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.



DISCUSSION

This study was designed to examine three hypotheses related to the

consistency of subjectsr responding to demand characteristics from

experiment to experiment. Specificalìy it was predicted that subjectsr

awareness would remain consistent across verbaì operant conditioning and

classical conditioning tasks. lt was aìso predicted that subjectsl

performance on the classical conditioning task wouìd systematicalìy vary

with subjectsr awareness-cooperation levels on the verbaì operant

conditioning task. Finaìly, it was predicted that subjects' mean scores

on the l4arlowe-Cro\^/ne Social Desirabiìity scale and Psychology Research

Survey would differ significantly with subjects' awareness-cooperation

cìassification. None of the predictions was supported.

Awareness Cons i stency

Although it was expected that those aware on verbal operant

conditioning would be the same subjects who were aware on classical

conditioning, this was not found to be the case. ln fact, the

frequencies of aware subjects defined by classical conditioning were

found in about equal numbers in the unaware group as in the aware groups

defined by verbaì operant conditioning. An explanation of this

nonsignificant finding may be an unexpected order effect that was found

within the classicaì conditioning data. Specifical ly, awareness in the

classical conditioning experiment markedly decreased when the task was

-67-
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preceded by the verbaì operant conditioning experiment compared to

awareness obtained when the classical conditioning task was administered

f i rst.

The manner in which the order effect operated may be expìained by an

examination of the differential emphases on social (experimenter) or

stimuìus (task) demand cues in each task situation. To solve the

probìem presented by the verbal operant condi tioning task, the subject

must attend to the behaviour of the experimenter, i.e., the subject must

notice that the experimenterrs responses are contingent upon the subject

using the correct pronoun in thei r sentences. I n contrast, attention to

the experimenter's behaviour in the classical conditioning of attitudes

task could only interfere with the attainment of awareness. ln this

task the reìationship necessary for awareness is inherent in the

stimulus material. The subject must attend to and become aware of the

consistent pairing of a specific syllable with a set of words of

particuìar evaluative meaning. Subjects who focused primari ly on the

stimulus materials in classical conditioning would be more ì ikely to

attain awareness than those who focused more attention on the

exper i menter .

From this perspective the order in which subjects experienced the two

tasks likely Ied to differential results. When subjects moved from the

verbal operant conditioning task, where their focus had been directed to

the experimenterrs behaviour, to classicaì conditioning, they may have

carr ied wi th them the wrong set f or a\^/areness. ln cases where c lass ica I

conditioning preceded verbal operant conditioning the effect of

particular experimental condition was not so adverse. The shift in
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focus from the stimul i to the experimenterrs behaviour was presumably

not as difficult for subjects. ln the classical conditioning task the

oral presentation of the stimuìus materials, aìthough by tape recording,

may have made it easier to divert oners attention from the stimulus to

the experimenter manipuìating the stimulus in the verbal operant

cond i t i oni ng exper iment.

l'loreover, the very nature of the verba'l operant cond i t ion i ng

experiment might have contributed to nonsígnificant findings in another

way. The exper imenter's saying rrgoodrr to sentences beginning with a

particular pronoun may be an obvious experimental demand, yet

reinforcement for the pronoun I may also not be what the subject

expected in a psychological experiment. Some subjects might have found

the obvious demands simplìstic, and, as a result might have deveìoped

suspicions regarding the purpose of the experiment. This suspicion

might have ìed them to ignore the obvious demand characteristics and to

form other hypotheses inconsistent with the experimenterrs intent. As a

result some subjects who would have otherwise become aware in verbal

operant conditioning, did not. The suspiciousness generated in verbal

operant conditioning first may have infìuenced or created similar

suspicions in subjects subsequently tested in classical conditioning.

The role of task specificity in awareness in the present study was

supported by the findings of Woodward (197Ð. As in the present study,

she attempted to explore whether subjects' awareness is a general

subject trait that remains consistent across experiments or is highìy

task specific and consequently varies with the nature of the tasks.

Since there were no significant relationships between awareness measures
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in different tasks in either of the experiments, one must conclude at

present that awareness is not a general subject trait but is task

specific. This resuìt suggests that different tasks represent distinct

psychological situations for subjects even though the tasks may be seen

by experimenters as invoìving similar interpretative variabìes. ln

order for cross-task consistency of awareness to take pìace, it would

appear that considerable simi larity in task demands would be required.

Per f ormance Cons i s tency

ïhe hypothesis that classical conditioníng of meaning scores would be

positively related to the categories of awareness and cooperation from

the operant conditioning study was also found to be nonsignificant.

Contrary to expectat i on, the mean cond i t i on i ng score of unaware subj ects

was s im i I ar to that f or the ar^/are-cooperat ive group. The

aware-uncooperat i ve subj ects showed the ì east cond i t i on i ng. These

results might be due to the simi lar behavioural intention of

a\á/are-cooperative and unaware subjects and the substantiaì ly differant

i ntent i ons of aware-uncoooperat i ve subj ects . 0n the postexper i menta l

questionnaire given at the end of the verbal operant conditioning

experiment, a large percentage of subjects in the aware-uncooperative

group indicated that they wanted to be independent and not to be

infìuenced by the experimenter, in contrast with the much smal ler

percentage of subjects indicating such negative intention in the other

th/o groups.

Consistent performance effects were also not obtained because

subjectsr ì evel s of awareness were not cons i stent across exper iments.
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Subjects who were aware in both verbal operant conditioning and

classical conditioning showed greater classicaì conditioning

performance, which suggests that consistent performance would have been

obtained if subjects had been consistently aware.

The order of presenting the two task orders might have

unintentional ly contributed a variabìe to subjectsr inconsistent

performance. Subjects run in the second order might have gained some

knowìedge in classes or textbooks of ìearning principles in general and

of psychoìogicaì experiments in particular by participating in other

experiments by that time. This would have contributed to the greater

awareness and general ly improved performance in the experimental tasks

by subjects in the second order.

ln contrast to Holmes' (1967) findings, the present study did not

show that positive experience as a research subject always lead to a

greater wi I I i ngness to respond to demand character i st i cs. Rather than a

s impl e subjectsr exper imental h i story effect the present exper iment

suggests a much more compl icated process. ln the present study

participation in the verbaì operant conditioning experiment appeared to

have influenced subjects'perceptions of experiments and this aìtered

perception may have affected their awareness and performance in the

subsequent classical conditioning experiment. However, when the order

of experiments was reversed the effect was not the same. Rather than

exclusively worrying about the demand characteristics or about

individual differences in response to demand characteristics it would

appear from these results that researchers need to pay special

cons i derat i on to any systemat i c pr i or research exper i ences that mi ght
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ìead subjects to respond with a particular set toward the demands of the

new study.

Rather than subjects¡ response to demand characteristics being either

a pure individual difference or situational variabìe, a more complex

relationship is probabìy invoìved. Subjects' prior experiences

presumabìy have a strong influence in developing their mental sets even

though some subjects are obviously more predisposed to awareness than

others. These sets I ead subjects to or i ent toward a subsequent

situation in a particuìar way and may systematicalìy effect their

response to an experiment.

I ndividual Di fferences

Need for approvaì. The results fai led to support the hypothesis that

subjects classified as aware-cooperative, wouìd have higher need for

approval than the other groups of subjects. This result, although

inconsistent with previous findings of Crowne and Strickland (196.l), was

simi lar to the findings of Spielberger (.l966), who reported no

relationship between need for approvaì and verbal conditioning. The

means for need for approvaì in the present study, however, were quite

the reverse of those prev i ous ì y obta i ned or expected. Subj ects

classified as unaware on verbal operant conditioning had a higher mean

need for approvaì than aware-cooperative and aware-uncooperative

subjects. There are two possible explanations for this finding.

Firstly' unaware subjects who clearly had higher leveìs of need for

approval might have been much more concerned about their performance
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and' as the experiment progress deveìoped high leveìs of anxiety which

in turn interfered with becoming aware of experimentaì demands. 0n the

contrary, subjects who had ìow need for approva'l might not have

deveìoped anxiety about theír performance, were able to interpret the

demands in a relaxed manner, and consequently became aware and

cooperat i ve.

Secondìy, prior to administration of llarìowe-Crowne Social

Desirabi I ity scale, subjectsr fai lure experiences in two successive

experiments might have infìuenced their scores on the need for approvaì.

Unaware subjects faiìed to soìve either or both experimentaì problems.

Such fai lure experiences might have resuìted in anxiety about their

comPetence or performance. The anxiety of not having solved one or both

experiments may have resulted in a heightened desire to obtain social

approvaì. This situational ly provided motivation would then be

refiected in increased sociaì desirabiìity scores. These are, of

course' speculative explanatíons of nonsignificant findings, and would

need to be tested to definitively reìate subjects'need for approval anC

awareness-cooperation in verbal operant condi tioning experiments.

Attitudes towarci psycholoqical research. Subjects' attitudes toward

psychological research, as a variable of differential responding in

experiments' was aìso found to be nonsignificant. These nonsignificant

findings may also be due to the Psychology Research Survey being

administered at the end of the two experiments. The research experiences

of subjects might have influenced or modified their responses on this

attitude scale. The correìation between attitudes toward psychological

research and verbal operant conditioning scores, which onìy approached
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significance, and the mean attitude scores suggests that subjects who

were aware-cooperative and aware-uncooperative had somewhat less

favourabìe attitudes compared to the unaware group. Unaware subjects

who had the negative experience of not having solved the experimentaì

problems, may have been led to compensate for such failure by responding

to the Psychoìogy Research Survey with more favourable attitudes toward

psychoìogicaì research. Another interpretation for these findings might

be traced to the subjectsrdifferential perception of the experiment.

Subjects with positive attitudes may have further subdivided (because of

act i ve search for hypothes í s) i nto those who cor rect I y perce i ved the

hypothesis and those who perceived what the experimenter was doing, but

thought that couìdn¡t have been what was sought. They would have ìooked

eì sewhere for the hypothes i s and thereby rema i ned unaware. Th i s woul d

have resulted in subjects who responded positively to the Psychology

Research Survey responding somewhat randomly to the experimentaì

hypothes i s .

Further analyses on the data of subjects who were found to be

consistently aware, consistently unaware and inconsistent indicated

l ittle additional insights regarding individual differences in

experimentaì behaviour. There were no significant differences among

these groups of subjects on their need for approval and attitudes toward

psychological research. They did differ significantly, however, in

their performance on both experimental tasks. Consistent awareness was

found to be positively related to better performance, whereas

inconsistent and consistently unaware subjects, respectiveìy, showed

substantial ìy lesser performance.
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Active-Passive orientation toward experiments. A substantiaì

percentage of subjects in aìl three groups were found to have active

role orientation as research subjects. The aware-uncooperative subjects

were found to have the most active set and this may have contributed to

these subjects becoming aware and uncooperative. Such subjects might

have prefered to be independent in their responses or perceived the

simplistic purpose of the experiment as so obvious that they searched

for alternatives. lt is also possible that the measure of active

attitudes merely refìected subjects'prior experiences. During the

experiment many subjects who were aware-uncooperative, were I ikely

active and struggl ing in their search for the hypothesis. They may have

found out the hypothesis, but onìy beìatedìy, and reflected their active

approach to the experiment in their response to the questionnaire. As

with the Psychology Research Survey and the Need for Approval scale,

these items likely reflected experiences during the experimental tasks.

lmpl ications and Need for Further Research

Aìthough the hypothesized response consistency were not supported in

this study, the study did provide a replication of the previous findings

that so-cal ìed verbaì operant conditioning and cìassical conditioning of

attitudes are largely due to subjectsrawareness of the demands placed

upon them (Spielberger, 1962; Spieìberger & DeNike, 1962i Dulaney, 1961,

1962; Page, 1968, ì969). ln both tasks the subjects who were aware of

the particular demands outperformed subjects who were unaware. Withín

the verbal operant conditioning paradigm subjectsr cooperation was

consistent with their expressed behavioral intention,'a finding of

numerous previous studies.
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Aìthough the specific hypotheses were not supported, the results of

the present study provided some insights into the variables that might

influence consistency of subjectsr experimentaì behaviour in generaì, as

wel I as individual differences in behaviour in experiments in

particuìar. Consistency of subjectsr experimental behaviour was more

ìikely to be related to the nature of the particular experience in

preceding experiments, than due to any individual difference variables.

This would suggest that the nature of the tasks, time interval between

two experiments, and subjectsr knowledge of the experiment are important

variables to take into account.

Although the present study fai led to support the prediction regarding

cons i stency of subj ects I exper i menta I behav i our across exper i ments,

these resuìts do not preclude that it couìd not be found elsewhere. The

present study compared subjects'experimental behaviour by using two

experiments differing in emphasis on sociaì cues or task cues. But, if
the successive tasks had identical or very simi lar demand

characteristics or simÎ larly focused subjects' attention, and the tasks

were presented close together in time, consistency oí awareness might

result. lf the tasks have different demand characteristics, mislead

subjectsrfocus of attention, and the tasks are quite separate in time,

then inconsistent awareness and responses to experimentaì demands might

be expected. These hypotheses shouìd be more systematical ìy tested in

future research.

lndeed, several procedural improvements to the present study would

have provided a better test of the individual difference hypothesis. A

completeìy independent administration of the personal ity and attitude
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measures, at another time and place, rather than at the end of the study

as at present, wouìd make these variables more useful as predictors of

individuaì differences. ln the present experiment these measures seemed

to function as dependent variabìes rather than as predictors. A more

appropriate test would be to identify subjects in terms of their prior

positive or negative attitudes or need for approvaì and then administer

the experimental tasks to determine the relationship among these

variables.

A better study of awareness and response consistency to demand

characteristics in laboratory experiments, might be to systematical ly

manipulate two other variables found to be important in the present

study, i.e., comparabi ì i ty of task demands and the temporal relationship

between task administration. ln such a study the subjects wouìd be

randomly assigned to two Ievels of task comparabi I ity, i.e., simi lar vs.

different demand characteristics and two time intervaìs, i.e.,

subsequent experiments administered close in time vs. separated in time.

By including leveìs of time of administering the individuaì difference

measures, i.o., before vs. after the experimentaì experience, it would

also be possible to assess the state vs. trait relationship of these

measures to hypothesis awareness and performance.

ln conclusion, compìete understanding of subjectsr experimental

behaviour will require the focus of study to include prior experimental

experiences as wel I as response to the particuìar experimental

situation. ln psychological research, participants are usual ly obtained

from introductory course subjects pools and have to fulfill the

requirement of participating in a certain number of experiments.
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toSubj ects ' consecut i ve

be g i ven more ser i ous

participation

consideration

i n d i fferent exper i ments may need

than it has received in the past.
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I nstruct i ons for Research Part i c i pant Quest i onna i re

At this point in the experiment we would like to get your ideas and

thoughts about what you have done up until now. For this purpose we

want you to answer the questions in this booklet. There is a question

or two on each page. Pìease answer each in the order in which they

appear. Do not go on to a question untiì you have completed your answer

to a previous one, and do not go back to a questlon once you have

started the next one. Please answer each of the questions carefully and

honestìy. l./hat this really means is that we want you to be honest with

yourself in answering these questions. The reason hre are stressing this

is that you might be tempted to think that there are certain correct

answers for this experiment, and quite naturalìy you \^¡ant to do wel l.
But please do not answer these questions in a certain way simply because

you think it will pìease us. lf for exampìe, while constructing

sentences you thought they were for a specific purpose then that's fine,

and if questioned about it, you should report that. However, if that

idea never occurred to you while doing the task, then that's fine too,

and íf questioned about it you should report that. The only correct

answer in this experiment, as far as you are concerned, is an honest

one.

A detailed analysis of your answers to these questions will allow us

to know how you approached the task, what thoughts you had about ít, and

when or if these thoughts occurred to you. Persons who thought about

the task one way may have performed differently than those who saw the

task in another way or who didn't think about it at all. By examining

your answers to these questions we hope to have additional data that
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will help us to better understand your performance on the sentence

construction task. lt will also help us to better design our next

study. lt is for these reasons that I urge you to be as honest and

accurate as you can in answering these questions. Please begin by

putting your name and lD Number on the front page of the questionnaire

booklet and proceed to answer the questions on the following pages.
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Research Parti ci pant Questionnai re

(Note: Each numbered question appeared on a separate half sheet)

l. we have found that research participants approach experiments

differently. we have aìso found that even the same research

participants may approach different experiments differentìy.

We wouìd I ike to know how you approached this experiment.

Did you approach this experiment primarily:

as a probìem to figure out how you should respond?

as something you wanted to get through as quickly as

possible.

concerned that you fol low instructions exactly.

concerned that you not be embarrassed by how you did.

wi thout any particular thoughts or concerns.

other (spec i fy)

2. (a) Each experiment is conducted for a particuìar purpose

l.lhat do you th i nk was the purpose of th i s exper iment?

What was being studied?

(b) The experimenter usual ly conducts the study expecting certain

results. Exactly how do you think you were expected to

r es pond ?
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3. Did you usually give the first sentence that came to your mind?

4. How did you go about deciding which of the words to use?

5. Did you think you were using some words more often than others?

Wh i ch words? Why?

6. (a) While going through the cards did you think you u/ere supposed

to make up your sentences in any particular way?

(b) Did you think you were supposed to change the way in

which you made up your sentences? lf so, how?

7. While you were going through the cards did you notice anything

the experimenter said or did?

8. Actually, the experimenter did occasionalìy say ,'good". Thinking

back to when you were going through the cards, do you remember

her say ing I'good"?

9. Did you try to figure out what made the experimenter say

rrgoodil or why or when she was say ing rrgood"?

Yes, I tr i ed to f i gure out.
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No, I didn't try to figure out.

I didnrt notice, so I neither tried nor didn't try.

10. Thinking back now to when you were going through the cards, what

did saying "good" mean to you at that time?
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RESEARCH PART r C r PANT QUEST I 0NNA I RE 2

(For Experiment I - Verbal 0perant Conditioning)

(Post-Behavior Awareness Test)
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Research Part i c i pant Quest i onna i re 2A

(Note: Each numbered question appeared on a separate half sheet)

I . I t was qu ite apparent f rom the r{,ay you perf ormed dur ing

the experiment that you were aware that the experimenter

was say i ng ilgoodrr after sentences beg i nn i ng wi th r' I rr .

Before I first stopped you and changed the instructions,

you had made up s i xty sentences. P I ease i nd i cate the

point where you feel you first became aware by placing a

verticaì ìine across the horizontaì ìine below which

represents the sentences you constructed.

2, Compared to other experiments you have part¡cipated in, how

would you rate this experiment? Please circle.

I'tore interesting 9 8 I 6 5 t+ 3 2 I Less lnteresting

l'lore signif icant I I 7 6 5 \ 3 2 I Less signif icant

3. The results of experiments of this type are much more

interpretabìe if as experimenters we understand each

research participant's prior exposure to this kind of

s tudy .

a) Have you read in any textbooks or heard ín any lecture

6o\53015
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about experiments of this type? lf so, what?

b) Did you hear anything about this experiment or an

experiment of this type from your friends or other

students? lf so, what?
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Research Part i c i pant Quest i onna i re 28

(ttote: Each numbered question appeared on a separate haìf sheet)

. From your performance on the ìast set of sentences, it is quite

apparent that you know what kind of sentences the experimenter is

say i ng "good" after. Th i nk i ng back to when you f i rst became

aware of this, was it before, ãfter or during Questionnaire l;

that is, before or after you were stopped to answer the first set

of quest i ons or wh i ì e you were answer i ng those quest i ons?

Before Quest i onna i re I

Dur i ng Quest i onna i re I

After Quest i onna i re I

2. I f you became a\dare before Quest i onna i re I ,

more preciseìy when you first became aware?

point where you feeì you first became aware

line across the horizontal line below which

sentences you constructed before I stopped

i nstruct i ons.

could you indicate

P I ease i nd i cate the

by placing a vertical

represents the sixty

you and changed the

15 t+5

We have found that most research participants in this kind of

exper iment take a per iod of t ime (a number of the f i rst 6O

trials) to figure out that the experimenter was sayingrrgood¡'

after certain pronouns and are curious as to what factors might

deter an individual from seeing that relationship. Could you

indicate below by a check mark the statement or statements which

indicate why you may have taken a period of time to discover this

relationship.

6o30

a
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I thought that the experimenter saying "good'r was only

encouragement to continue on the task.

I thought that the experimenter saying "good" was mereìy a

comment about the quaì ity of my sentences.

I found the experimenter saying "good" annoying and tried to

í gnore i t.

I didn't think it was good research if the experimenter told

me how to respond.

I wanted to be i ndependent and not i nf I uenced by the

exper i menter .

Aìthough I tried I couldn't figure out why she was doing it.

I t just took a bi t of time to f i gure out what the

exper i menter wanted.

0ther (Pìease specify)

4. We have also found in experiments of this sort that some research

participants (before Questionnaire l) donrt make up sentences to

get the experimenter to say good more often, whiìe others do so

in onìy a ìimited way, even after they found out what makes the

experimenter say "good". Please check any and al ì of the

foì lowing reasons for this that mìght appìy to you.

Only became aware during or after Questionnaire l, So I

couldn' t cooperate before.

0nìy felt reasonably certain what the experimenter wanted

late in the experiment, and then began to get her to say I'goodr¡

more often.

D i dn' t rea I í ze (or wasn' t certa i n) that the exper imenter

wanted me to get her to say I'good" more often.
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Wanted to be i ndependent and not i nf I uenced by the

exper i menter .

Found it annoying and did not want to increase the frequency

of the exper i menter say i ng good.

Didn't think it was good research if the experimenter told

me how to respond.

D i dn' t want to cooperate.

P I ease spec i fy why not

0 ther

5. Compared to other experiments you have participated in, how wouìd

you rate this experiment? Please circìe.

l'lore interesting 9 8 7 6 5 \ 3 2 I Less

i nterest i ng

I'lore significant 9 8 7 6 5 \ 3 2 ì Less

significant

6. The resul ts of exper iments of th i s type are much more

interpretable if as experimenters we understand each research

participant's prior exposure to this kind of study.

a) Have you read in any textbooks or heard in any lectures about

experiments of this type? lf so, what?

b) Did you hear anything about this experiment or an experiment

of this type from your friends or other students? lf so, what?
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Research Part i c i pant Quest i onna i re 2C

(Note: Each numbered question appeared on a separate half sheet)

l. What kind of sentences do you now think wouìd make the

experimenter say r¡good" more often?

2. a) Did you ever have the idea that the experimenter was saying

"good" after sentences beg i nn i ng wi th certa i n pronouns?

b) lf you did have such an idea were you actuaììy aware of it

during the experiment or is it something you thought of whiìe

filling out these questions?

3. l,Jhich pronoun(s) do you think the experimenter said "goodil after?

-You; -hei -she; -l; 

we; 

-they.
4. We have found that most research participants in this kind of

experiment take a period of time to figure out that the

experimenter was saying rrgoodrr after certain pronouns and are

curious as to what factors might deter an individuaì from seeing

thís relationship. Could you indicate below by a check mark the

statment or statements which indicate why you may have taken a

period of time to discover this relationship?

I thought that the experimenter saying "good" was only

encouragement to cont i nue on the task.

I thought that the experimenter saying "goodrr was mereìy a

comment about the quaì ity of my sentences.

I found the experimenter saying rrgood" annoying and tried to

i gnore i t.

I didnrt th¡nk it was good research if the experimenter told

me how to respond.
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I wanted to be independent and not influenced by the

exper i menter.

Aìthough I tried I couldn't figure out why she was doing it.

It just took a bit of time to figure out what the

exper i menter wanted.

0ther (P I ease spec i fy)

5. Compared to other experiments you have participated in, how would

you rate this experiment? Please circle.

l'lore intersting 9 I 7 6 5 I+ 3 2 I Less

i nterest i ng

l,lore significant 9 I 7 6 5 t+ 3 2 I Less

significant

6. The results of experiments of this type are much more

interpretable if as experimenters we understand each research

participantrs exposure to this kind of study.

a) Have you read in any textbooks or heard in any lectures about

experiments of this type? lf so, what?

b) Díd you hear anything about this experiment or an experiment

of this type from your friends or other students? lf so, what?
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Syllabìe (cS)-Word (UCS) Pairs (Staars E Sraats, 1957)

Y0F -beauty

LAJ-with

WUH-th i ef

LAJ *ca r

Y0F-win

XEH-pen

G I W-key

QUG-cha i r

L AJ - paper

LAJ -cor d

Y0F-gift

WUH-b i tter

G I W-book

LAJ- ì etter

Y0F-sweet

LAJ- i n

Y0F -hones t

G ll{-rad io

l,lUH-ug I y

XEH-four

G I W-cup

WUH - sad

XEH-f i ve

Y0F-smart

QUG-up

\./UH-wor th I ess

WUH - sou r

QUG- the

WUH-enemy

QUG-box

QUG-c ì ay

LAJ-th i s

WUH-cruel

QUG - sand

WUH-d i rty

Y0F -scared

Y0F-friend

LAJ - ì eaf

WUH-evi I

XEH-str ing

QUG -a nd

QUG-dot

XEH- I i ne

XEH-tra i n

Y0F -va ì uab I e

LAJ-tab I e

XEH-can

G I W-word

GIW-penci I

Y0F-steak

WUH-s i ck

LAJ-sh i p

LAJ - room

l.lUH-stupid

LAJ -dec k

LAJ -mop

GIW-glass

XEH- i nto

WUH-fa i ì ure

G I W-shoe

WUH-disgusting

Y0F-happy

Y0F -pretty

XEH-g ì ove

l./UH -agony

GIW-cart

QUG-whee i

XEH-on

XEH-sofa

QUG -d r es ser

XEH-trunk

WUH-fear

XEH-those

WUH- i nsane

QUG - for k

XEH-note

XEH-st i ck

Y0F-success

QUG - sock

QUG-s i x

LAJ-the

GIW-side

LAJ- I i ght

LAJ-three

QUG -saucer

Y0F -money

GIW-guilt

LAJ- i t

G ll./-truck

LAJ-ground

XEH-water

G I W-garage

WUH-po i son

QUG-twe I ve

GIW-ink

G I W-store

0 UG - numbe r

G I W-hat

GIW-eleven

XEH-sh i rt
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XEH-pot QUG-c I ock QUG-e i ght YOF-vacat i on

YOF-rich GIW-of Y0F-healthy YOF-tove
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I nstruct i ons for Research Part i c i pant Quest i onna i re

At this point in the experiment we would I ike to get your ideas and

thoughts about what you have done up until now. Please answer the

questions on the folìowing pages one at a time. Do not go on to a

question until you have compìeted your answer to a previous one, and do

not go back to a question once you have started the next one. Pìease

answer each of the questions carefuì ly and honestìy. What this real ly

means is that we want you to be honest with yourseìf in answering these

questions. The reason we are stressing this is that you might be

tempted to think that there are certain correct answers for this

experiment, and quite naturaìly you want to do well. But pìease do not

answer these questions in a certain way simply because you think it will

pìease us. lf for exampìe, while doing the learning task you thought it

was designed to test whether auditory or visual presentation of stimuli

is best, then thairs fine, and if questioned about it, you should report

that. However, if that idea never occurred to you whiìe doing the task,

then thatrs fine too, and if questioned about it you should report that.

The onìy correct answer in this experiment, as far as we are concerned,

is an honest one.

Please make sure you put your name and lD number on the top of every

page. We want to reìate your answers to these questions to your

performance on the experimental task. A detai led anaìysis of your

responses to the experimental task will alìow us to know how you

approached the task, what thoughts you had about it, and when these

thoughts occurred to you. One of our ínterests in this experiment is to

see if you are able to accurately report the thought processes that you
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have experienced up to this point. Another interest is to see if you

are able to accurateìy report when these thought processes first

occurred.
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Research Partíc i pant Questionnai re

(Note: Each numbered question appeared on a separate half sheet)

ì. We have found that research participants approach experiments

differently. We have also found that even the same research

participants may approach different experiments differentìy. We

would ì ike to know how you approached this experiment. Did you

approach this experiment primari ìy:

as a problem to figure out how you should respond.

as something you wanted to get through as quickly as

possibìe.

concerned that you follow instructions exactìy.

without any particular thoughts or concerns.

other (spec i fy)

2. tJhat did you think was the purpose of this experiment? What did

you think you were supposed to do?

3. Why did you think the nonsense sylìables and words were presented

at the same time.

\. Thinking back to the experiment, did you notice at the time any

pattern to the words or nonsense syl lables that were being

presented?

Yes, Possibìy Yes, _ No.
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lf yes, or possibly yes, what did you, or do you think you

not i ced?

5, Thinking back to the experiment, did you notice at the time any

relatîonshp between certain syl ìabìes on the screen and the words

that were spoken?

Yes, Possibìy Yes, _ No

lf yes, (or possibìy yes) what did you think you noticed?

6. Do you remember approximateìy when it was that you noticed this?

r i ght away

first 1/3 of learning

second 1 /3

last 1/3

while taking therrl'lemory and Feelings for Syllables Testrl

7, How did you go about deciding what rating to give the various

nonsense syl Iabìes?

8. What did you think was the purpose of the rating scales at the

time you were fi I I ing them out?

9, Did you think that the experimenter might have expected that you

would rate certain nonsense syl lables in any certain way? lf so,

how?
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10. Was your answer to question 9 something you were actually aware

of before or during the marking of the rating scaìes, or

something that you thought of after completing the rating scales?

aware before (or during marking of the scales)

thought of after completing the scaìes.
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Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal attitudes

and traits. Read each item and decide whether the statement is true or

fa I se as i t perta i ns to you personaì ì y.

l. Before voting I thoroughìy investigate the qualifications of all

the cand i dates. (T)

2. I never hesitate to go out of my way to heìp someone in troubìe.

(r)

3. lt is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not

encouraged. (F)

l+. I have never intensely disliked anyone. (T)

5. 0n occasion I have had doubts about my ability to succeed in

I i fe. (F)

6. I sometimes feel resentful when I don't get my way. (F)

7. I am always careful about my manner of dress. (T)

8. l'1y tab le manners at home are as good as when I eat out i n a

restaurant. (T)

9. lf I could get into a movie without paying and be sure I was not

seen, I would probabìy do it. (F)

10. 0n a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I

thought too little of my ability. (F)

'I l. I like to gossip at times. (F)

12. There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people

i n author í ty even though I k.new they were r ight. (F)

.l3. No matter who lrm talking to, lrm aìways a good listener. (T)

I4. I can remember "pIaying sick" to get out of something. (F)

,l5. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone. (F)
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16, I'm always wìlling to admit it when I make a mistake. (T)

17. I always try to practice what i preach. (T)

'l8. I don't find it particularìy difficult to get along with loud

mouthed, obnoxious people. (T)

19. I sometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forget. (F)

20. When I don't know something I don't at alì mind admitting it. (T)

21. I am always courteous, even to peopìe who are disagreeable. (T)

22. At times I have really insisted on having things my own way. (F)

23. There have been occasions when I felt ìike smashing things. (F)

2\. I wouìd never think of letting someone else be punished for my

wrongdoings. (T)

25. I never resent being asked to return a favour. (T)

26. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very

different from my own. (T)

27. I never make a Iong trip without checking the safety of my car.

(r)

28. There have been times when I was quite jealous of the good

fortune of others. (F)

29. I have almost never feìt the urge to tel I someone off. (T)

30. I am sometimes irritatecl by people who ask favours of me. (F)

3ì. I have never felt that I was punished without cause. (T)

32. I sometimes think when people have a misfortune they onìy got

what they deserved. (F)

33, I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's

feelings. (T)
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PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH SURVEY

Name Student No.

ln this survey we are înterested in your feel ings and thoughts about

your roìe as a research subject and of psychoìogical research and

experiments in general. Folìowing are a number of questions, and beside

each question, you will find a five point scaìe ranging from strongìy

disagree to strongly agree. Your task wilì be to read each question and

select the response which best describes your feeling on the particular

statement in accordance with the following scaìe:

Strong I y

D i sagree

D i sagree Undec i ded Agree

You may or may not have much exper i ence as a

research. Where you I ack exper i ence you

judgement based on your best estimate of how

feel . For each statement i nd i cate your

rej ect i on of the statement. However , you

"undecided" response as much as possibIe as i

pos i t ive or negat ive) towards each of the

sough t .

Now proceed to answer

the fol ì owi ng pages.

Strongly

Agree

subject in psychological

wî I I have to make your

you think you would act or

degree of acceptance or

should try to avoid the

t i s your feeì i ngs (ei ther

statements that is being

each of the items that are being presented in
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I . Host psychoìogy exper iments are worthl ess si nce even the most

carefuì ìy control led experiments lead to inconclusive results.

2. Through experimentation psychologists have made a real

contr i but i on to the understand i ng of man.

3. Psycho I og i sts wou I d be better adv i sed to forget the ì aboratory,

and go into the field where the "real people and probìemsil are.

4. Hany of the questions asked in testing are personal and are none

of the exper i menter ' s bus i ness .

5. Given a free choice, most students would be willing to volunteer

for exper i ments.

6 . l'lany exper imenters are smug and take a pretty h i gh-handed

att i tude w i th subj ects .

7. I'lost experiments in psychoìogy are concerned with trivial

observations of artif icial behavior.

8. Tests and other experimentai manipulations are generaì ìy not

rel iable measures of personal ity and behavior.

9. llost experiments deal with such a small segment of behavior that

they are meaningìess in the broad picture.
.l0. People generaì ly express their real feel ings on psychologicaì

tes ts .

li. Psychology experiments are fun but do not prove anything.

12, Human behavior is too complex to cut up and study piece by piece

in the laboratory.

13. tlost people would say that thei r experience as a subject in

psychological experiments was favourable.
.l4. 

t^lhen an individual signs up for an experiment, it involves a

commitment to do what is asked to the best of his ability.
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15. l'lost students participate wiìlingìy in experiments.

16. People rarely express their "realil selves in psychoìogy

exper i ments .

17. Experiments in psychoìogy have no vaìue because of the inherent

d i vers i ty of man and h i s env i ronment.

.l8. t4any experimenters ask too much from their subjects.

19. Experiments are nothing but "busy workrrfor psychoìogists.

20. Psychology experiments are too time consuming.

21. Some exper imenters just seem to be wai ti ng for the subjects to

make fools of themseìves.

22. As a matter of personaì pride, most individuals wouìd try to do

their best when acting as a subject.

23. Experimentation is of no practical value in the understanding of

the fundamental causes of behavior.

24. The psychoìogicaì journals are mostìy fi I led wi th unimportant

trivia.

25, lt doesnrt matter too much what subjects do; the experimenter

usually manipuìates the data to prove his hypothesis anyway.

26. Psychoìogical tests are general ìy reì iable measures of

persona i i ty.

27. Laboratory studies in psychology are too artificiaì to produce

vaì id data.

28. l'lost students are rrgoodtr subjects, that is, they perform welì in

their role as experimental subjects.

2l. f4any subjects in psychoìogical experiments go through the motions

without really trying.
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30. The experimental method can be used effectively in the study of

human behav i or .

31. Subjects in most psychoìogy experiments are treated with respect.

32. The experimental approach to psychoìogy has been both fruitful

and helpful i n understandi ng human nature.

33. l'lost exper imenters are considerate and pol ite in their treatment

of subj ects.

3l+. Participation in psychology experiments is not a great imposition

on students.

35. Psychoì og i sts somet i mes forget that subj ects are st i I I human

beings.

J6. Through psychoì og i ca I tests and exper i ments psychoì og i sts have

acquired the knowledge to predict behavior in many real life

situations.

37.1'lost students follow the experimenterrs instructions carefuì'ì y so

that they wilì be able to perform as a good subject.

38. Laboratory studies in psychology have contributed significantly

to the knowìedge of mankind.

39. The compìexity of individuals make it necessary to study human

behav i or under control ì eci cond i t i ons.

40. From experiments, psychoìogists can val idìy generaì ize to the

population-at-large.

41. Subjects in most psychoìogy experiments are treated as guinea

pigs.

42. llany students do not cooperate and therefore make poor subjects.

\3. Psychology has proven its worth as an experimental science.
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\\. Any minor discomfort that subjects may go through such as

eìectric shock, embarrassment, etc., is worth it in the long run.

\5. Psychoìogical data is useless because its interpretation is based

on the manipulation of statistics.

46. i\any students feel a responsibi I i ty to cooperate i n any way

possibìe in the pursuit of knowìedge.

\7. Subjects frequentìy feeì manipuìated by the experimenter.

48. participation in psychologicaì experiments is a waste of the

students' t i me.

,l+9. Students shou I d not be asked to g ive up the i r t ime to serve as

subj ects .

50. Coì ìege students tend to share with experimenters the hope that

the study in which they are participating wilì in some material

way contr i bute to sc i ence.

51. Subjects in psychoìogy experiments are rrcontributors to science".

52. Experiments in psychology almost aìways involve deception or

rrtr i ck i ngrr the subject i n some way .
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BR r EF SUBJECT QUEST I 0NNA I RE

P I ease answer the fol I owi ng guest i ons True or Fa I se,

l. As a subject one should make conscious efforts to understand

the purpose of experimentaì procedures.

2. Curiosity about what the experimenter wants from the

subject is a desirabìe property of the research participant.

3. As a subject it is preferabìe to accept without questioning

what the experimenter tel ìs him/her to do.

4. A subject shouìd respond objectively in a way helshe thinks

as proper even if helshe believes that it is not what

the exper i menter wants .

5. During the experiment, the subjects should fol low the

' instructions exactìy and not aì Iow themseìves to be

influenced by anything else in the situation.

True Fa I se

-il8-
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DEBRIEFING

Recently you have participateC in two experiments, nameìy WORDS and

LEARNING run by two of my students. Now I would I ike to teì I you

something about what we were studying in these experiments.

To begin with, in the experiment named WORDS, we were not studying

sentence construction, intel I igence, personaì ity or how you communicate.

Very simply u/e were studying how typical research subjects approach

psychoìogical experiments. We were interested in learning which

subjects try to figure out what goes on in experiments and which do not.

To study these processes, we selected a very simple task --

constructing sentences using a past tense verb and 6 pronouns. This

task was once used as an analogue of verbaì conditioning, i.e., as an

example of how your verbaì behaviour could be changed by another person

providing reinforcement (saying "good") after your use of certain

pronouns. lt has been found, however, that the task telìs us more about

subjects'general behaviour in experiments than it does the¡r verbaì

behaviour and it is for that purpose that we used the sentence

construct i on task.

The other experiment, cal led LEARNING, You were instructed to learn

two lists, a list of syllables and a list of words, simultaneousìy.

Rather than finding out how well you can learn the ìists, our primary

- ltg -
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interest was to see whether you would discover or be affected by any

reìationship between the sylìable and the words. This is caìled

classical conditioning of meaning and is said to be taken place if

subjects unconsciousìy develop a positive or negative feeì ing toward

syllables, which have been repeatedly associated with positive or

negative sets of words. To test this, we used a rating scale to rate

your feeì ings toward the syl labìes. ln other words, this rating scale

was used to test whether you developed a positive feeling toward the

syìlabìe associated with positive evaluative words and a negative

feel ing toward the syl labìe associated with negative evaluative words.

Unfortunateìy we could not tell you all of this before the

exPeriment. Knowledge of what we are studying could have altered the

very behaviour we were studying. For this reason, psychologists often

deceive or mislead subjects into believing that the experiment is about

one thing when it is reaììy about something else. ln that way ¡t is

possible to study spontaneous behaviour. ln these studies, rather than

activeìy misleading or deceiving you, we simpìy did not tell you what

the study was about and alìowed your thoughts about the task to guide

your feel ings about the study.
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TABLE 12

summary of the Analysis of variance for Verbal Operant conditioning
Performance on Five Trìaì Blocks by Subjects Classified on Levels of

Awareness Cooperation, and Task 0rder.

Source df Hs

Subject Classification 2 890.78 l¡l¡.91rt*rc

0rder

0rder x Subject
Classification
Error

r r 63.25

2 17.73

93 20.2\

$ .9f,:'c,'c

0.88

B locks \ 303.55 58. o5r,

Order x Blocks \ 7.60 1.\5

Group x Biocks 8 75.92 II+.EZI<

order x Group x Blocks I 5,ZO 0.99

Error 372 5.23

r'r p < .0i
:trt p < .005

;'<:!f< p < .0000.|
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TABLE I 3

Summary of the Analysis of Variance for Cìassical Conditioning
Performance by Aware and Unaware Subjects for Two Orders of Experiment

Sou r ce llsdf

Order I

Subject Cìassification l

Order x Subject
Classification

Error

I

95

8.88

28 .88

0.0ì

o.656

I 4 .0rç

45 .84'u,

0.02

?'çp < .02
:'rccp ( .000l
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TABLE ì 4

Summary of the Analysis of Variance for the Classicaì Conditioning
Difference Score by Levels of Awareness-Cooperation of Subjects and Task

0rders.

Sou r ce

Order I 60.1t 9.32r,

Subject Classification 2 j.31 O.2O

Order x Subj ect C lass if icat ion 2 O.I+9 O.O8

Error % 6.\5

:'; p < .00J

l'1sdf
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TABLE 15

Summary of the Analysis of Variance of Need for Approval Scores for
Subjects Cìassified According to Levels of Awareness and Cooperation

Sou r ce l'1sdf

Subject Class i f i cation

Error

2

96

2.1t+ 2.19

.98
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TABLE I6

Summary of Analysis of Variance of Psychoìogical Research Survey Scores
of Subjects Classified According to Leveìs of Awareness and Cooperation

Sou r ce l'1sdf

Subject Classification 2

Error 96

I .83

0 .98

I .86
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TABLE I7

Correlations Between lndividual Difference l'leasures and Performance on
Two Cond¡t¡oning Experiments of Subjects Classified on Levels of

Awareness-Cooperat i on

Need for Approva I Psychology Research Survey

Verba I 0perant
Conditioning

Classical
Conditioning

.03

.04

-.18

.02
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TABLE I 8

Correlations Between lndividual Difference l4easures and Performance on
Two Conditioning Experiments of Subjects Classified on Consistency of

Awa r enes s

Need for Approval Psychology Research Survey

Verbaì 0perant
Conditioning

Classical
Conditioning

-0.2irt

0 .02

0 .04

0.0t

,k p < .0.l


